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Foreword
This manual contains text, diagrams and explanations which will guide the
reader in the correct programming and operation of the PC.
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Before attempting to install or use the PC this manual should be read
and understood.
If in doubt at any stage of the installation of the PC always consult a
professional electrical engineer who is qualified and trained to the local and
national standards which apply to the installation site.
If in doubt about theoperation or use of the PC please consult the
nearest Mitsubishi Electric distributor.
This manual is subject to change without notice.
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Mitsubishi has a world wide reputation for its efforts in continually developing and pushing
back the frontiers of industrial automation. What is sometimes overlooked by the user is
the care and attention to detail that is taken with the documentation. However,to continue
this process of improvement, the comments of the Mitsubishi users are always welcomed. This page has been designed for you, the reader, to fill in your comments and
fax them back to us. We look forward to hearing from you.
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Fax numbers:
Mitsubishi Electric.......
America
(708) 2984 834
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(02) 638 7072
Germany
(0 21 02) 4 864 12
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(0111)
United Kingdom(Ol707) 278695
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What condition did the manual arrive in?
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Will you be using a folder to store the
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Are there any diagrams which are not
clear?
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Thank you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire. We hope you found both
the product and this manual easy to use.
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FX2c Series Programmable Controllers
ff"

Guidelines for thesafetyofthe
controller (PC)

user andprotection of theprogrammable

This manual provides information for the useof the FX family of PCs. The manualhas
been written to be used by trained and competent personnel. The definition of such a
person or persons is as follows;
Any engineer who is responsible for the planning, design and construction of
automatic equipment using the product associated with this manual should be of a
competent nature, trained and qualified to the local and national standards required
to fulfil that role. These engineers should be fully aware of all aspects of safety with
regards to automated equipment.
Any commissioningor service engineer must be of a competent nature, trained and
qualified tothe local and national standards required to fulfil that job. These
engineers should also be trained in the use and maintenance of the completed
product. This includes being completely familiar with all associated documentation
for the said product. All maintenance should be carried out in accordance with
established safety practices.
All operators of the completed equipment should be trained to use that product in a
safe and coadinated manner in compliance to established safety practices. The
operators should also be familiar with all documentation whichis connected with the
actual operation of the completed equipment.
Note: the term 'completed equipment' refers to a third party constructed device which
contains or uses the product associated with this manual.

Further References:

For further information regarding the installation and operation of the FX2C please
reference the following manuals:
Manual:
FX Series Programmable Controlters HardwareManual-

This manual describes the range of available units, their basic features and
installation details.
Manual:
FX Series Programming Manual-

This manual describes the programming features of FXo, FXONand FX series
programmable controllers. All of the FX instructions detailed within thismanual
are applicable to the FX2C (with the exception of those changes detailed within
this supplementary manual).
Manual:
FX Series Programmable Controller Handy Manual-

r-

This manual describes the programming features of the FX series programmable
controllers. All of the FX instructions detailed within this manual are applicable to
the FX2c (with the exception of those changes detailed within this supplementary
manual).
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Introduction

Introduction
The following information has been collated in to a small reference guide to the new
software features of
the FX2C. This introduction brings together all of the attached sheets
and catalogs and references them. This should aid the reader in being able to identify
where the information is that they require.
These new software features are in addition to a basic program set which was taken
from the standard FX PC. If information is required on anexisting feature, i.e. one which
appears on the FX PC please look for further guidance in either the FX Handy Manual
or the new combined FX, FXON, FXO
Programming Manual.

1.1

F.

New FX2C Instructions

ASCII to Hexadecimal Conversion

HEX

83

SUP 1 4 - 6

2

Check Code Instruction

CCD

84

SUP 15-A

2

Float Instruction

FLT

49

ASCI

82

Hexadecimal to ASCII Conversion

2

SUP 3-*
SUP 1 3 - 6

2

SUP 16-b

5

2

PID Control Loop

PID

aa

Search Instruction

SER

61

SUP 21

RS

80

SUP 1 2 - 4

SORT

69

SUP 22-*

SQR

48

SUP 1-*

~~

Serial Communications

Sort Instruction
Square Root Instruction

-*

4

3
2

FX2c Series
Controllers
Pmqrammable
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Introduction

Use of Old Programming Equipment with FX2C PCs
The new instructions in the FX2C cannot be directly accessed using old programming
tools. However, certain 'standard' applied instructions can be programmed in conjunction
with special auxiliary coils (M coils) to achieve the same 'effective instruction' as the new
instructions. The following tables identify which version of peripherals will work directly
with all features of the FX2C and whichperipherals will need touse the special M coils.
TABLE

~~

Description
Hand
Held
Programmer
Hand Held Programmer
Cassette

I

PERIPHERALS
Old Version requiring
use of auxiliary M colls

FX-1 OP-E

v 1.10

New version
complete compatlbllity

FX-20P-MFXA-E

v 1.20

v 2.00 0

v 1.01
v 1.00

v 2.00 0
v 2.00 0
v 2.00 Q
v 2.00 0
v 1.oo 0
v 1.oo 0
v 1.oo 0

Model No.

I

FX-PCSIAT-EE

Programming Software

I

FX-A6GPP-E-KIT
FX-1 ODU-E
FX-20DU-E

Data Access Unit

~~~

I

v 2.00 0

I

v 1.10
v 1.10

FX-3ODU-E
FX-40DU-E(S)
FX-40DU-TK-ES

I
I

EXISTING APPLIED INSTRUCTION AND SPECIAL
M COIL COMBINATION TO ACHIEVE THE IDENTIFIED
NEW FXzc INSTRUCTION

I
F

1

Existing FX Instruction
Mnemonic

I

FNC
Number

1

coils

Additional

MOV

12

M8190

MOV

12

RAMP
RAMP
FMOV

I

I

Mimicked FX2C Instruction
Description

1

Mnemonic

I

Number
FNC

Square root

SQR

48

M8191

Float

FLT

49

67

M8193

Data search

SER

61

67

Ma194

RS232 Instruction

RS

80

16

I

M8196

FMOV

16

M8196

FMOV

16

M8195

-.. . . .....

.

I

HEX to conversion
ASCII
ACll to HEX conversion
check

1

ASCi
HEX

1

82
83
84 CCD Sum

I

f
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
SQUARE ROOT INSTRUCTION (SQR, FNC 48)
Introduction
TheFXPCfamJyhasapowetfulsetofappliedinstnrctions
a8 well as the commonly used basic instructions. The
applied instructions are versatile additions
to the basic
set and provide control over internal PC operations
andexternal I/O. Thereare10groupsofapplied
instructions, each with a different area
of application,
eg. arithmetic and logical operations.

-I

Applied instructions 40 to 49 are concerned with the
conversion between different data formats within the
PC and are grouped under the heading of Data operations.
This
group
includes
the
Square
Root
instruction
(SQR,
FNC 48). This performs the mathematical operation

It can be seen from the ladder program that
timer
when
T47 turns ON, the squareroot instruction executes.It
reads the contents ofD75, calculates the square root
and stores it in the data registerD l 29. The following
section looks at each parameterin greater detail:
Parameter a)- The SQR statement
The SQR statement can take four different forms:
SQR: The standard form of the instruction, taking 5 steps of program. While the
SQR instructionis operating the resultis
continually calculated.
SQR is
SQRP: The "P" suffix shows that
beingused in its PULSEformat.The
instruction will only calculate the result
once when it is turned ON. SQRP also
takes 5 program steps.

y-,T-;;
onthegivendataandreturnsatruncatedwhole
number for the answer.

The Square Root Instruction

DSQR: Thisis similar toSQR, but the "D"
prefix means DOUBLE word is used in
the calculation for both the operand and
the result, ie. 32 bits, equivalent to two
consecutive data registers. DSQR takes
9 steps of program.

The Square Root instruction has three parameters:
"/,

a) the SQR statement itself
b) the specification of the operand i.e. the device or
value on which square rootis performed.

c) the specification of the result data's destination, i.e.
where the resultis to be put.

P

Shown below is the typical appearance of the SQR
instruction in aladderprogram,whilethefollowing
table shows theSame piece of ladder logic written in
format.
instruction
PARAMETERS

F

/

a
SQR

[

b

D75

1

c
Dl29

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

STEP No.

0
1

LD

T

SQR
75
129

F

A

47
48

\

DSQRP:ThiscombinestheDOUBLE
word format with the PULSE operation to
give a SQR instruction which calculates
the square root of 32 bits of data when
first turned ON. DSQRP takes 9 program
steps.

Parameter b)- Operand
Thisidentifiesthelocationoftheoperandforthe
square root calculation.The datais either 16or 32 bits
(SQR, DSQR) and can be either a constant
(K,H) or a
data register(D). If the valueis negative then the
SQR
instruction will generate an execution error.
Parameter c)- Destination
This is where the result of the calculation is placed.
The data is always stored in a data register (D) as
either 16 or 32 bits. The result is rounded down to the
nearest whole number by ignoring the fractionalpart.

D

M8020 zero flag operatesif the result is zero.

D

M8021 borrow flag operates if the resultis rounded.

AMITSUBISHI
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
SQUARE ROOT INSTRUCTION (SQR,FNC 48)

Example Use of the Sauare Root
Instruction

The diagram below shows the square root instruction
being usedto calculate the square root of the current
contents of data register pair D57 and D56 and store
the resultin the data register pair
D l 01 andD l 00.This
occurs when the auxilliary relay M501 turns on.

F'

The table below shows some example results of the
squareroot instruction. Notethat all valuesare
rounded downto the nearestwhole number. If the true
root value is needed thenit is recommended that the
floating point version of the SQR instruction is used,
see SUP 2.
OPERAND
25
436

ROOT

5.0
7.746

15.36 i

SQR RESULT

60

5
7

ERROR
12

12.124

147

I
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE SQUARE ROOT INSTRUCTION (SQR, FNC 48)
USED WITH M6023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
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Introduction

The FX PC family has p
aowerfulset of applied instructions
as well as the commonly used basic instructions. The
applied instructions are versatile additions to the basic
set and provide control over internal PC operations
andexternal I/O. Thereare 10 groups of applied
instructions, each with a different area
of application,
eg. arithmetic and logical operations.

f"

/"

I

see that when
(SQR, Looking at the ladder diagram we can
This group includes the square root instruction
the auxiliary relay M67 is turned OFF, first the float
FNC 18). Whenused in conjunctionwiththefloat
operation flag is set to ON, then the SQR instruction
operation flag M8023 the SQR instruction calculate
Thisresults
in the squareroot of the
the square root of data from a floating point number executes.
or
constant
K375
being
calculated
asafloatingpoint
constant and gives the result as a floating point numnumber.
This
value
is
then
written
to the data register
ber.
pair 065 and 064. Finally the float operation flag is
reset.
The SQR instruction with M8023
This form of theSQRinstructionhas three parts:
Part 1: Set M8023
Part 2: The SQR instruction (three parameters)
b) the SQR statement itself.

c) thespecification of theoperandi.e.thenumber
which is to be square rooted.

Parameter a)- Setting the float flag
The Float Operation flag M8023 must be SET. This
flag changes the function of theSQR instruction and
other math functions to operateon floating point
numbers.
Parameter b)- The SQR statement
The SQR statement can only be DOUBLE word when
used with the float operations flag:

d) the specification
of the destination data i.8. to where
the result of thethe
calculation is to be While
written.
memory.
Part 3: Reset M8023

I)

DSQR:Thebasicformatforthisuseof
the SQR instruction,taking 9 steps of
program
instructionis
ONIt continues to execute. The "D" prefix
indicates DOUBLE word operation, i.e.
two consecutive data registers(32 bits).

11)

DSQRP: This is the PULSE format of the
DSQRinstruction.Theinstruction
will
execute once when it is first turned ON
(i.e. rising edge execution) and operates
on 32 bits of data.

e) resetting the floating point operation flag.
Shown belowis this format of theSQR instruction as
a ladder diagram showing each
of these features. The
following table shows the same program written
in
instruction format.
PARAMETERS

Parameter c)- Source Data

M67

Ir

?
,

8023

Applied instructions 40 to 49 are concerned with the
conversion between different data formats within the
PC and are grouped under the heading of Data operations.

a) setting the floating point operation
flag,

f-

M

I

RST

ME023

This identifies the location of the value to be square
rooted. The data can be either a constant
(K,H) or held
in data registers (D) and must be afloating point format
number.Constantsareconvertedto
floating point
automatically. Ifthe number is a negative value then
an execution errorwill occur.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE SQUARE ROOT INSTWTION {SQR, FNC 48)
USED WITH MW23 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
Parameter d)- Destination Data

OPERAND

Thisidentifiesthelocationwheretheresultofthe
in
calculation is to be written. The data will be written
floating point and the device must be a data register
(D) pair.
The zero flagM6020 will operate if the resultis zero.
Parameter e)- Resetting the float flag

2.5 x

io5

4.9 x 10-

ROOT

DSQR RESULT

500.0

5.00 x 1 0 2

0.07

7.00 x

K15129

123

- 4.096 x l o 3

1.23 x lo2

64 i

ERROR

The table above shows some example resultsof t h c
RESET to allow
TheFloatOperationflagmustbe
SQR instruction being used with the
M8023 float opfurther functions to operate as normal. The flag can eration
be
flag.
lefton if furtheroperationsrequiringfloatingpoint
calculations are needed. However,it is recommended
that once all floating point functions are completed this
flag should be switchedoff using RST.

Example Use of the SQR Instruction
Thediagram below shows the SQR instruction
calculating the square root of the data register pair
D257 and D256. The result in floating point format is
written to data register pair
D47 and D46.

DSQR

I

D256

I

D46

'-

i
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
FLOAT INSTRUCTION (FLT, FNC 49)
Introduction

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basic set
of PCinstructions and are used
to provide control over
internal PC operations and external
VO. They are split
into 10 groups, each group
with a different emphasis,
eg. arithmetic and logical operations.
Applied instructions 40 to 49 are concerned with the
conversion between different data formats within the
PC and are grouped under the heading of Data operations.
f-

This group includes the Float instruction (FLT, FNC
49). This provides the facility
to convert datain the PC
fromintegerformattodata
in floating point format
(float).

The Float Instruction
The Float instruction has three parameters:
b)
the
specification
for
the
Source
Data,
ie.
where
the
data in decimal format is taken from.
c) the specification for the converteddata's Destination, i.e. where the converted data
is to be put.
Shown below in Figure1 is the typical appearance of
a Float instruction in a ladder program. While Figure
in
2showsthesamepieceofladderlogicwritten
instruction format.
PARAMETERS

b

a
FLT

I

Dl0

I

c

'

I

O

I L D

X

FLT

1

10

D

12

D

000
49

Figure 2: The Float instruction in instruction format.

FLT: The standard form of the instruction, taking 5 steps of program. In the
exampleshown in Figure 1, while XOOO
is turned on, theFLTinstructionwill operate.

I

FLTP: The "P" suffix shows that FLT is
beingused 'in itsPULSEformat.The
instruction will only operate when XOOO
provides a rising edge signal as it turns
on. FLTP also takes5 program steps.

DFLTP:ThiscombinestheDOUBLE
word format with the PULSE operation to
give a FLT instruction which will convert
32 bits of data from the Source to the
Destination when given a rising edge on
itsassociatedbitdevice,
XOOO inthis
case. DFLTP takes9 program steps.
This identifies the location of the Source Data to be
converted. The data is eitheror16
32 bits (FLT, DFLT)
and must be heldin a data register(D).

I

INSTRUCTION
PROGRAM

The FLT statementcan take four different forms:

Parameter b)- Source Data

Dl2

Figure 1: The Float instruction in ladder format.

I F!:r I

Parameter a)- The FLT statement

DFLT: This is similar to FLT, but the "Dl'
prefixindicatestheinstructionisconvertingaDOUBLEword,ie.32bits,
equivalent to two consecutive data registers. DFLT takes9 steps of program.

a) the FLT statementitself
r"

Following Figure 1, when input
XOOO is turned on, the
effect of the Float instruction is to read the contents
of
D l 0, convert this value
in to a float value and itput
into
the Data Register pair D l 3 and D12. The following
section explains each parameter in greater detail:

I

Parameter c)- Destlnatlon
This is where the converted Source Data is placed.
The data is always stored in float format
in a Data
Registers (D) pair.

AMITSUBISHI
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Example Use of the Float Instruction

F

[

FLT

I

058

I

Dl00

DFLT

I

D64

[

Dl06

Figure 5: Example of the DFLT instruction.

Figure 3: Example of the FLT instruction.

Figure 3 shows the Float instruction being used to
Figure 5 shows the Float instruction being used
to
convert the current contents
of data register D58 and convert the current contents
of data registers D64 and
store the result in the data register pair
D l 01 and D l 00
D65 as a double word andstore the result in the data
as a floating point number. This occurs when the timer
register pair Dl07 and Dl06 in floatformat.This
contact T127 turns on.
occurs when the counter contact
C54 turns on.
Figure 4 illustrates the operation of this instruction
Figure 6 illustrates the operation of this instruction
giving an example of the contents of the data registers.
giving an example
of the contentsof the data registers.
SINGLE WORD

Dl01

I

Dl00

DOUBLE WORD

DEVICE VALUES
/

1

K1279
CONVERT
TO

I

EQUIVALENT VALUE
1.279 x l o 3

FLOAT FORMAT

Figure 4: Operation of the FLT instruction.

I

DEVICE
VALUES
\

D65

I

D64

Dl07

I

Dl06

1

K-56700

EQUIVALENT VALUE
-5.67 x 1o4

FLOAT FORMAT

Figure 6: Operation of the DFLT instruction.
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THE FLOAT INSTRUCTION (FLT, FNC491
USED WITH M8023, FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
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Introduction

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basic set
of PC instructions and are used
to provide control over
internal PC operations and externalVO. They are split
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. arithmetic and logical operations.

P-

Applied instructions 40 to 49 are concerned with the
conversion between different data formats within the
PC and are grouped under the heading of Data operations.
This group includes the float instruction (FLT, FNC
49). When used in conjunction with the Float Operation flag this provides the facility to convert data
in the
PC from floating point format (float)to data in deamal
format.

The Float Instruction
The float instruction has threeparts:
Part 1: Set M8023
a) setting the floating point operation flag.
Part 2: the float instruction (three parameters)
b) the Floatin statement itself
c) the specification for the decimal data location, ie.
where the datain decimal formatis placed.

1

M

3

RST

1 M8023

Figure 1: The float instruction in ladder format.

I

10

D

M
~~~

8023

I

~

Figure 2: The Float instruction in instruction format.
Following Figure1, wheninput XOOO is turned ON, the
float operation flag is set ON, the effect of the Float
instruction is to read the contents of the data register
pair D l 3 andD12,convertthisfloatvalueintoa
decimal value and put it into data register D10. The
float operation flag
is then reset. The following section
explains each parameterin greater detail:
Parameter a)- Setting the float flag
The Float Operationflag M8023 must be SET. This
flag changes the function of the FLT instruction and
math functions to operate on floating point numbers.
Parameter b)- The FLT statement
The FLT statement can take four different forms:

I)

FLT:Thestandardformoftheinstruction, taking 5 stepsofprogram.Inthe
example shown in Figure 1, while XOOO
is turned on, the FLT instruction will operate converting the float value into decimal.

11)

FLTP:The "P" suffixshowsthatFLT is
being used in its PULSEformat.The
instruction will only operate when XOOO
provides a rising edge signal as it turns
on. FLTP also takes5 program steps.

111)

DFLT: This is similar to FLT, but the D
' "
prefix indicates the instruction converts
to a DOUBLE word, ie. 32 bits, equivalent to two consecutive data registers.
DFLT takes9 steps of program.

PARAMETERS

I

I

49

FLT
12

Part 3: Reset M8023
e) resetting the floating point operation flag.

r"

8023

D

d) the specification for the floating point data location,
ie. where the floating point data to be converted is
taken from.

Shownbelow in Figure1 is theformat of aFloat
instruction with the float flag, in aladderprogram.
While Figure 2 shows the samepiece of ladder logic
written in instruction format.

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

AMITSUBISHI
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THE FLOAT INSTRUCTION (FLT, FNC 491
USED WITH M8023;FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
Iv)

DFLTP:ThiscombinestheDOUBLE
word format with the PULSE operation
to
give a FLT instruction which will convert
to 32 bit data when given a rising edge
on its associatedbit device, X000 in this
case. DFLTP takes9 program steps.

SINGLE
WORD
DEVICE
VALUES
K1279

Parameter c)- Decimal Data

I

This identifies the location of the decimal value after
the conversion. The datais either 16 or 32 bits (FLT,
DFLT) and must be held in a data register (D).

Dl01

Parameter d)- Float Data
This is where the floating point value is taken from
before the conversionto decimal. The data is always
stored in float format in a Data Registers(D) pair.

I

I

I

I

EQUIVALENT VALUE
1.279 x 1O3

Dl00

FLOAT FORMAT

Figure 4: Operation of the FLT instruction.

Parameter e)- Reset M8023
The Float Operation flag M8023 must be RESET to
allow further functionsto operate as normal. The flag
DFLT
064 I Dl06
can be left on if further operations requiring floating
point calculations are needed. However it is recomRST I "23
mended that once all floating point functions are completed this flag should be switched
off using RST.
Figure 5: Example of the DFLT instruction.

r

I

Example Useof the Float Instruction
SET

I M8023 /-

1 RST I M8023

I
I

1
1

Figure 5 shows the Float instruction being used
to
convert the current contentsof the data register pair
Dl 07 and D l 06 as a float format number and store the
result in data registers
064 and 065 as a double word
in decimal. This occurs when the timer contact C54
turns on.
Figure 6 illustrates the operation of this instruction
giving an example
of the contentsof the data registers.

*e
DOUBLE
WORD
DEVICE
VALUES

Figure 3: Example of the FLT instruction.

&

Figure 3 shows the Float instruction being used to
convert the current contents
of data register pair
D l 01
and D l 00 as afloat format number and store the result
in data register D58 as a decimal value. This occurs
when the timer contact T127 turns on.
Figure 4 illustrates the operation of this instruction
giving an example
of the contents of the data registers.

D65

I

Dl07

1

I

K-56700

D64

I

Dl06

CONVERT TO

1

I

I

EQUIVALENT
VALUE
-5.67 x 104

FLOAT FORMAT

Figure 6: Operation of the DFLT instruction.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

ZONE COMPARE INSTRUCTION(HSZ, FNC 55)
WITH TABLE COMPARISON OPERATIONFLAG M8130
Introduction
The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basics e t
of PCinstructions and are used
to provide control over
internal PC operations and externalUO.They are split
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. arithmetic and logic.

r

r"

Appliedinstructions 50 to 59 areallhighspeed
instructions designedto perform independentlyof the
program scan. This gives the group its name; High
Speed instructions.
Included in the High Speed instructions is the high
speedzonecompareinstruction(DHSZ,
FNC 55).
This instructionis used to monitor the value of a high
speed counter (HSC). When the destination is set to
special auxiliary relay
M8130 the data stored
in a table
is compared and an output device specified
in the
table is changed accordingly. The table defines
sequential DHSCS (FNC 53) and DHSCR (FNC 54)
operations for the same counter.

The High Speed Zone Compare Instruction

Ipm
I T
I

I

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

I

0

I

1 I
1

LD
DHSZ

X

10
200
55

In theexamplegiven,eachtimethehighspeed
counter C251 counts one pulse, the DHSZ instruction
tests C251's current value with the value of the table
entry; starting at D200 and having 5 entries. If the
values match then the specified
output is eitherset or
reset and the comparison moves onto the next item
in the table. When all items in the table have been
matched (five in this example;K5) the table counter
cycles back to the first item.
Thefollowingsectionsexplaineachparameter
more detail.

a) the DHSZ statement itself

Parameter a)- The HSZ statement

c) the table length; the number
of items in the table.

I)

'

PARAMETERS

" a

F

0

DHSZ

I

b
D200

A

I

C

d

e'

K5

Figure 1 : Example ladder for DHSZ instruction.

in

be

HSZ:THISFORMATWILLNOTWORK.

to enterthe
Although itispossible
instruction in this forma! the comparison
will not give the expected results.
DO NOT use this format.

d) the test device; the high speed counter to be monitored.

is
Shown below, in both ladder and instruction format,
the basic appearanceof this formof the DHSZ
instruction.

I

Figure 2: Example of DHSZ in instruction format

The DHSZ instruction has5 parameters:

e) the destination device;set to M8130 for this special
function.

I

t ioIm
D

This instruction has two forms but only one can
b) the table head address; the first data register of the
used.
comparison table.

,r

I

11)

DHSZ:The'D'
prefixindicatesthatthis
is the DOUBLE word format of the
instruction. Only this format
is valid
becausetheinstructionmustbeused
with a high speed counter (all
32 bit). All
worddevicesspecified
will bedouble
word, i.e. 2 data registers or 32 bits of
data will be used in the comparison.
Inthisformattheinstructiontakes
17
steps of program memory.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

ZONE COMPARE INSTRUCTION (HSZ, FNC 551
WITH TABLE COMPARISON WERATION FLAG Wl30
Parameter b)- The table head address
This data register (D) specifies the first data register
of thecontroltable. The controltabledefinesthe
values to be tested and the
affect to the output when
a matchis made.
Parameter c)- The table length

Note: The conect HSC circuitm t also be pmgramned.

F

F

programHSC.

Figure 4: Minimum

required

The number of entries in the table is specified with a
Parameter e)- The destlnatlon devlce
constant value (K,H). A maximum of 128 entries is
allowed. A total of 4 data registers are used per entry. This parameter normally specifies the output devices
The following data must be defined for each entryin
to be set for the comparison. In this case the specithe table:
fication of special auxiliary relay M8130 indicates that
a tableis to be usedto define the comparison values
The comparison value (Double Word).
and the output devices affected.
The output affected (Hexadecimal).
There can only be 1 DHSZ instruction using the flag
The Set or Reset action.
M8130 at any,one time;Le. only one switchedon.

ICo\E!FoN1 1 I

No.
ENTRY LOWER.UPPER

D207

D205

OUTPUT
DEVICE RESET
SET/

High Speed Table Comparison Operation

D204,

YO10
YO23

I

I

I

'3

14

0

ME131
L

Figure 3: Example control table;
Start address D200, length K5.

DE130

0

1

12

f

Figure 5: Operation of the outputs and the table
counter D8130.

I

L
1

n
'v

The comparison valueis a double word device using
two consecutive data registersin the table.
When M8130is used with DHSZ special data register
08130 is defined as the current entry counter.
As each
Following thisis the output device; specified
in hexacomparison valueis matched D8130 increments
to the
decimal.
next entry number
to be -pared. Once all entries in
The last item in each entry indicates settingor resetthe table have been matched the table counter returns
ting of the output device; K1 -set, KO -reset.
to thebeginningandtheoperationcompleteflag
M8131 turns on.
Parameter d)- The test device
If the counter is reset (by program or external pulse)
This is the high speed counter that is tested by the
and counts up
to the first comparison value again then
DHSZ instruction. Each time the counter counts, its
the operation complete flag M8131 is reset.
new value is checked against the current entryin the
table. When a match is made the specified output is
If the DHSZ instructionis switched off then D8130 is
either setor reset and the table current entry
is move
reset to 0 and M8131 is reset to off. All the output
on to the next. Only the High Speed Counters can be devices controlled by DHSZ will be left in their last
used with this function; (C235to C255).
state.
d

P

i

,.---
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

ZONE COMPARE INSTRUCTION (HSZ, FNC55)
WITH TABLE COMPARISON OPERATION FLAG M8130
Important Notes
This instruction is interrupt processed and only operOnly 6 high speed comparison functions can be active
ateswhen asignal is receivedattheHSCinput.
at any one time. High speed comparisons include
DHSCS, DHSCR and all forms of DHSZ. Any numberTherefore,changingthe
HSC currentvalue or
may bein the program but only6 can be switchedon.
resetting the HSCfrom within the FX program will not
be recognized until the next pulse is received at the
When a high speed comparison
is first switched onit
HSC input.
will not be activeuntil after the first END is executed.
This is to allowthe FX toinitializeitsinternal
The comparison values are checked in a sequential
comparison table. This will only be a problem if the
order. Take care to ensure the comparison values
high speedcountercurrentvalue
is close to the
always increment or decrement, following the HSC
compare value at the time the
instruction is switched
operation.
on.

I

r

r"
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ZONE COMPARE INSTRUCTION(HSZ, FNC 55)
USED FOR PULSE CONTROLWITH FLAG M8132

I

pRooRAM(
STEP No.
The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basic set
of PC instructions and are used
to provide control over
internal PC operations and external
VO.They aresplit
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. arithmetic and logic.

F

Appliedinstructions 50 to 59 are all highspeed
instructions designedto perform independentlyof the
program scan. This gives the group its name; High
Speed instructions.

I

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

I

I

I

D
Included in the High Speed instructions is the high
K
8132
0
55).
speedzonecompareinstruction(DHSZ,FNC
This instruction is used to monitor the value of a high
speed counter (HSC). When the destination is set to
special auxiliary relay M8132 the data stored
in a table Figure 2: Example of DHSZ in instruction format
is compared and on a match the frequency defined
in
In the example given, the DPLSY frequencyis set to
the tableis used to control the pulse output frequency
the first value in the table. Each time the high speed
of the PLSY (FNC 57)instruction.
counter C251 counts one pulse, the DHSZ instruction
tests C251's current value with the current in
value
the
The Hiah SDeed Pulse Control Instruction
table; starting at D200 and having5 entries.
The DHSZ instruction
in this format has6 parameters:
If the values match then the comparison movestoon
is
the
next itemin the table and the DPLSY frequency
a) the DHSZ statement itself
setfromthis
newentryuntilthe
new entry's
b) the table head address; the
first data register of the comparison value is reached. When all items in the
comparison table.
table have been matched (five in this example) the
table counter cycles backto the first item.
c) the table length; the number
of items in the table.
Thefollowingsectionsexplaineachparameter
in
to be monid) the test device; the high speed counter
more detail.
tored.
Parameter a)- The HSZ statement
set to M8132 for this special
e) the destination device;
function.
This instruction has two forms but only one can be
9 the DPLSY instruction; D8132 is usedas the used.
frequency control register.
I)
HSZ: THIS FORMATWILL NOT WORK.
Shown below, in both ladder and instruction format,
Although itispossibleto
enter the
is the basic appearance of this form of the DHSZ
instruction in this format the comparison
instruction.
will not give the expected results.
PARAMETERS
DO NOT use this format.
A

F

I

PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

Introduction
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DPLSY D8132

\

KO

I

YO14

Figure 1: Example ladder for DHSZ instruction.

11)

DHSZ:The"D"prefixindicatesthatthis
is the DOUBLE word format of the
instruction. Only this format
is valid
becausetheinstructionmustbeused
with a high speed counter (all 32 bit).
All
worddevicesspecifiedwillbedouble
word, i.e. 2 data registers or 32 bits of
data will beused in thecomparison.
Thisformatoftheinstructiontakes17
program steps.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

ZONE COMPARE INSTRUCTION ( H a , FNC 551
USED FOR PULSE CONTROL WITH FLAG M8132
Note: The c o r n HSC circuit mustalso be programned.

Parameter b)- The table head address
This data register (D) specifies the first data register
of thecontroltable.Thecontroltabledefinesthe
values to be tested and the affect when a match is
made.

O
P

Figure 4: Minimum program required for HSCC251

Parameter c)- The tablelength

The number of entries in the table is specified with a Parameter e)- The destlnatlon device
constant value (K,H); a maximum of 128 entries
is
allowed. A total of 4 data registers are used per entry.
This parameter normally specifies theoutput devices
The following data must be defined for each entryin
to be set for the Comparison. In this case the specithe table:
fication of special auxiliary relay M8132 indicates that
a tableis to be usedto define the comparison values
The comparison value (Double Word).
and set the pulse frequencies.
The output affected (Double Word).
There can only be 1 DHSZ instruction using the flag
M8132 at any one time; i.e. only one switched on.
OUTPUT
CoMPARISoN FREQUENCY
High Speed Pulse Control Operation
ENTRY
VALUE
(0to 1000Hz)
No.
.

1

~

0
1
2

3

LOWER, UPPER LOWER, UPPER
0321
K20
K600

0329

K700

K800

0322, D323 D320,
K300
D326, D327 D324, D325
K500

D330, D331 D328,

woo

D334, D335 D332, D333
K1OO
" I
HSC 0
3
D8131
2 0

Figure 3: Example control table;
Start address 0320, length K5.

/ /

20

600

700

1

800
4

Figure 5: Graph showing the frequencyset as the
HSC reaches each valuein the table.

The comparison valueis a double word device using
When M8131is used with DHSZ special data register
two consecutive data registersin the table.
D8131 is defined as the current entry counter.
As each
Following thisis the pulse output frequency; this
is the
comparison valueis matched D8131 increments to the
frequencythat is set until the HSC matchesthe
next entry numberto be compared.
comparison value.
The special data register
08132 is set to the frequency
Parameter d)- The test device
of the current entry. When this is used with the PLSY
instruction the pulse output can be controlled.
This is the high speed counter that is tested by the

DHSZ instruction. Each time the counter counts, its
Tohelpmonitortheprocessthedataregisterpair
new value is checked against the current entryin the
08134 and D8135 store the value of the current
table. When a match is made the table current entry comparison value.
is moved onto the next and the
PLSY frequency is set
from the new table entry using 08132. Only the High When the final comparison is made the completion
flag M8133is set on and the table counter cycles back
Speed Counters can be used with this function; (C235
to the first entry.
to C255).
When
the
DHSZ
frequency
including
reset;
output.
theare

instruction is switched
off

a l l values

-

r7

F
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PROGRAMMABLECONTROLLERS

ZONE COMPARE INSTRUCTION (HSZ, FNC 55)
USED FOR PULSE CONTROLWITH FLAG M8132
Important Notes
Only 6 high speed comparison functions can be active
The comparison values are checked in a sequential
order. Take care to ensure the comparison values
at any one time. High speed comparisons include
DHSCS, DHSCR and all forms of DHSZ. Any number always increment or decrement,followingtheHSC
may bein the program but only
6 can be switched on. operation.

r

When a high speed comparison
is first switched on it
will not be active until after the first END is executed.
FX toinitializeitsinternal
Thisis toallowthe
comparison table. This will only be a problem if the
high speedcountercurrentvalue
is close to the
compare value at the time the
instruction is switched
on.
This instruction is interrupt processed and only operateswhenasignal
is receivedattheHSCinput.
Therefore,changingthe
HSC currentvalue or
resetting the HSC from within the
FX program will not
be recognized until the next pulse is received at the
HSC input.

Because frequency outputis commonly usedto control active machinery itis recommended that the final
entry in the table is set to K0,KO. This w i l l ensure that
the pulse outputis stopped and the table counter
will
not returnto the beginning.If this is done then monitoring special register pair D8134,D8134
for avalue of
KO will indicate the endof the table.

I
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE HEXADECIMALKEY INPUT INSTRUCTION
(HKY, FNC 71) USED FOR HEXADECIMAL INPUT
Introduction

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
Shown above is the typical appearance of an HKY
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructionin both ladder and instruction format.
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basic set
PARAMETER
of PC instructions and are used
to provide control over
internal PC operationsandexternal YO. Theyare
a
separated into 10 goups, each group having a different emphasis, eg. arithmetic and logic.

f-

7-

Applied instructions 70 to 79 are grouped together
under the heading of external InpuVOutput devices
and provide facilities to pass information to and from
external equipment and peripherals.
Included in these VO instructions is the
Hexadecimal
Key instruction (HKY, FNC 71). This instruction uses
inputs andoutputs in a multiplexing operations
to read
the key presses from a 16 key keypad. The number
keys when pressed are recorded
in sequence in a data
registerasahexadecimalvalueandthesix
alpha
keys, as wellas being data inputs, signal a
bit device
to be set on for use as a special function key.

The Hexadecimal Key Input
The
HKY
input
instruction
has
seven
parameters:

Figure 1: Ladder program of the basic formatfor
the HKY instruction.

I

0
1

3

I

LD
4
SET

HKY

setting the Hexadecimal mode flag.
the HKY statement itself.
the input head address; the first of the
inputs to which the key signals are connected.
F

12

X

M

RST

8167

71

X

20

Y

14

D

35

M

12

M

8167

Figure 2: Instruction program of the basic format
the output head address; thefirst of the
outputs to which the multiplexing control
for the HKYinstruction.
signals are connected.
the numerical storage register; the data
register(s)where the entered number is
placed.
the function key head address; the first
of the bit devices used for the function
key operation.
resetting the hexadecimal mode flag.

of the
The above figures show the typical appearance
hexadecimal keypad input functionin instruction and
ladder program formats, When executed using input
X4 this program sets eachof the outputs Y14 to Y17
on in turn and reads the inputs
X20 to X23 to test for
a key press. Either the number pressed
(0to 9) is
shifted into the data register D35 or the appropriate
functionflag M12 to M18 is setforthealphakey
pressed (A to F). The following section explains each
parameter in greater detail.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE HEXADECIMALKEY IINPUT INSTRUCTION
(HKY, FNC 71) USED FUR HEXADECIMAL INPUT
Parameter a)- Setting HexadecimalMode
The HKY hexadecimal mode keyis needed to swithc
the operationof the HKY instruction to interpret all 16
key as hexadeecimal data input.
Parameter b)- The HKY statement

The HKY statement can taketwo different forms:

Each ofthe outputs are switched on
in turn, activating
one of the rows of keys. If a key is pressed then the
corresponding input is also turned on and the key
press canbe identified. Onlyoutputs M can be specified for this parameter. A total of four outputs will be
allocated.
Parameter 0 ) - Numerlcsl Storage RegJstw

This identifies the data register (first
of a pairif DOUHKY:Thestandardform
of theinstrucBLE word is used) where the hexadecimal valueention, taking 9 stepsofprogram.When
tered on the keypad
is stored. As each keyis pressed
activated the function operates continuthe numbers0 to 9 and the letters A to F are recorded
ously using the other parameters given.
in this data register and
a number up to FFFFHEx
(FFFFFFFFHw for DOUBLE word) can be entered.
11)
DHKY: This is similar to HKY, but the ”D”
prefix indicates the instruction stores theWhen a key
is pressed the contents
of the data register
number in a DOUBLE word of data, ie.
are shifted one place to the left (multipbd by OHE EX)
32 bits, equivalentto two data registers. and the new number is entered in the least significant
digit (units) position.
The following diagram shows this
Parameter c)- Input Head Addrou
operation.
This identifiesthe first of the four inputs usedto read
the data entered using the keypad. Only an input
(X)
1
4 5 6 7’
can be specified for this parameter.
A total of four
consecutive inputs will be allocated.
89ABCDEF

I)

.O

Parameter d)- Output Head Address

This identifies the first
of the four outputs used to scan
the keys pressed on the keypad. Combined with the
inputs, a grid is made and the outputs are sequential
set and reset to trap a closed switch at one
of the
inputs.

D35 =
3EA2,b u

\

-1-‘

\\

213

/ /

/

I

-l

E

EA2B

Figure 4: Number Key entry into the storage data
register.
The number will overflow if the number of digits exceeds the maximumof 4 (8 if DOUBLE word).

Figure 3: The Inputs and theoutputs are connected
to form the hexadecimal keypad.
When output Y15 is on key6 is detected at
input X22.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE HEXADECIMAL KEY INPUT INSTRUCTION
jHKY, FNC 71) USED FOR HEXADECIMAL INPUT
Parameter 0- FunctionKeyHeadAddressNote:

It is alsonecessary to setthe interrupt timer to
be a little more than the input refresh time; 15ms or
greater is recommended for normal inputs,
10ms for
This identifies the first of a group of 8 bit device used
to record the function key presses and control signals. high speed inputs if the refresh time is reduced,
The following program is one example of how to do
this.

El

~Ml2~Ml3~Ml4~M15~M16~Ml7~

I615

Figure 5: Function keys and key press flags.
M15: D has been pressed.
M19: A number(5)is now being pressed.

The first six correspond to the alpha keys pressed, the
next is on while an alpha keyis pressed and the last
is on while a number key
is pressed.
If a function key flag
is already set and a different key
is pressedthefirst flag is resetandthenewkey
pressed identified byits function flag being set on.
After any key press has been sensed, the execution
complete flag M8029
response.
input
the
speed
routine
upis
on.
toset

Figure 6: Using the HKY instructionin an interrupt

Operation Speed

,---

ordinary
inputs
ofIfuse
the
is too then
slow
it is
X0 to X7 f(i they
possible to use the high speed inputs
The HKY instruction is processed during each execu- are not already used
for another PUrPOSe). with the
tion of the ladder program. This means that one
full
filter time set to WProx 7ms (REFF instruction) and
used With thetimerinterNpt
IDUtine, asexplained
readingofthekeypad
will take 8 programscan to
execute(i.e.onecompleteON/OFFcycleforeach
hove, the intempt Processingtimecanbesetto
output). After each outputis set ON the inputs needto
lams for the HKY instruction.
be processed to obtain the key signal. Therefore the
response time of the HKY instruction is dependant
upontheexecutionspeedoftheprogramandthe
limiting speed is determined by the response time of
the inputs.
For fast programs it is possible that the inputs might
not respondin time with the outputs because of input
filtering delays. This can be controlled using constant
scan mode and setting the scan time to more than
20ms (input filters are approx. lOms ON/OFF).

time proves to be too slow then use
If the normal scan
of a timer interruptis possible. When a timer interrupt
routine is used it is necessary to refresh the inputs
before execution and the outputs after execution
of the
HKY instruction.This is done using the REF instruction.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE ADD INSTRUCTION (ADD, FNC 201
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
Introduction
The FX PC family instruction setis divided into basic
andappliedinstructions.
The appliedinstructions
provide powerful supplements
to the basic set of PC
instructions and give control over internal
PC operationsandexternal VO. Theyaresplitinto10
groups, each group with a different application, eg.
transfer of data within the PC.

r

r"

d) the specification for the second Source Data.
e) the specification for the Destination Device, where
the resultwill be stored.
Part 3: Reset M8023

9 turn off M8023

Figure 1 shows the typical appearance of a floating
kithApplied instructions 2029toare concerned with
in a ladder program, while Figure
metic and Logical Operations and are grouped under point Add instruction
2 shows the same piece of ladder logic written
in
the headingof the same name.
instruction format. This Add instruction would have the
This group includes the Add instruction (ADD, FNC
effect of adding the floating point value stored
in Data
20). If Add is used with Auxiliary Relay M8023 (Float Register pairD l01 andD l 00 to the floating point value
Operation Flag), then addition of
floating point values stored in D l 11 and D l 10 when Auxiliary RelayMlOO
is possible. "23
must be turned on before the Add is turned on. The floating point result would then be
instrudon is executed to allow this. This provides the stored in Dl21 and D120. The following section exfacility to take floating point data
from Data Registers, plains each parameterin greater detail:
or Decimal and Hexadecimal constants and add simiParameter a)- Settlng the float flag
lar data from a second sourceto it. The result is then
stored in a destination device as a floating point value.
TheFloatOperationflagM8023mustbe
SET to
enable floating point calculations.
The Add Instruction with M8023
The floating point form of theinstruction
Add
has three
parts:
Part 1: Set M8023
a) turn on M8023to enable floating point operation.
Part 2: The Add instruction.

Parameter b)- The ADD statement

The Add instructioncan only be usedin its DOUBLE
word format if floating point values are being used.
This is because floating point values are stored in a
pair of Data Registers.An error will occur if this form
is not used. This gives
two different forms for the
instruction:

b) the ADD statement itself
f-

I)

c) the specification for the first Source Data, ie. the
data.
theform
of

PARAMETERS

MI00

i I

SET

b

c

F-

100

0M

1

e

20

1
I

M8023

d

DADD

NUMBER

a

Dl20

Dl10

Dl00

f
RST /M8023

8023

Figure 1: The floating point Add instruction in
ladder format.

DADD:Thestandardformoftheinstruction, taking 13 steps of program. In the
example shown in Figure 1, while M1 00
is turned on, the DADD instruction will
operate.

PROGRAM

\

/

F

to disablefloating point operation.

M

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

I
I

LD

SET8023

M

DADD
100

D

110

D

120

D

RST

Figure 2: The floating point Add instruction in
instruction format.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE ADD INSTRUCTtQN (ADD, ,FNC20)
USED WiTH "E M 0 2 3 FLOAT OPERATtON FLAG
Parameter f)- Resettlng the float flag
DADDP: The "P"suffix shows that DADD
is being used in its PULSE format. The
The float Operation Flagmust be reset to allow further
instruction will only operate when MlOO
functions to operate as normal. The flag can be left on
provides a rising edge signalas it turns
if further operations requiring floating point calculaon. DADDP also takes 13 program steps.
tions are needed. However, it is recommended that
once all floating point functions are completed this flag
Parameter c)- Source Data 1
should be switchedoff using RST.
This identifies what form the Source Data takes.

II)

Example Useof the Add instruction with

The data can be one
of the following: Decimal Values
(K), Hexadecimal Values(H) or a pairof Data Regis- M8023
ters (D) containing a floating point value. If K or H is
Figure 3 shows a typical use of the floating point Add
used, then these values will be converted to floating
instruction. In this c a 8 8 , DADDP is being usedto add
point automatically.
a fixed offset, K1000, to the floating point valueheld
Parameter d)- Source Data 2
in D l 1 and D l 0 wtter~T1 timesout. The floating point
sum
Using
This identifies the second Source Data, which can be isthen stored in Data RegistersD l and
the PULSE instruction format ensures that the instrucone of these forms:
tion will only execute once after T i ' s contacts dose.
Notice how thefloatingpointoperation
is enabled
Decimal Values (K), Hexadecimal Values (H) or Data
beforetheAddinstructionwithSETanddisabled
Registers (D) holding a floating point value.Again, if
afterwards with ReSeT.
K or H is used, then these values will be converted
to
floating point automatically.

DO.

Parameter e)- Destlnatlon Devices
Thisidentifieswheretheresultwillbestored.The
Destination Devices canonly be a pair of Data Registers, which store the
sum as a floating point result.

Notes: The Destination Devices may
be the same as
one of the Source Devices.In this case, be carefulto
avoid unintentionally overwriting data.
The following combinations of Source Data are
lowed:

Source Data 1

Source Data2

WH
Floating Point D

WH

WH
Floating Point D

Floating PointD
Floating PointD
K/H

al-

1'

DADDP KIOOO

I

7

SET

M8023

Dl0

DO

RST

M8023

-

Figure3: Example ladder diagram for the
floating point Add instruction.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE SUBTRACT INSTRUCTION (SUB, FNC21)
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
Introduction
The FX PC family instruction set is composed of two
sets of instructions; basic and applied. Applied instructions give control over internal PC operations
and external I/O and provide powerful supplements
to the basic set of PC instructions. They are split
into 10 groups, each group with a different application, eg. transfer of data within the PC.

r

/L4

r

d) the specification for the second Source Data.
e) the specification forthe Destination Device, where
the resultwill be stored.
Part 3: Reset M8023

9 turn off M8023 to disable

floating point operation.

Applied instructions 20to 29 perform Arithmetic and Figure 1 shows the typical appearance of a floating
Logical Operationsand are grouped under the head- point Subtract instruction in a ladder program, while
Figure 2 shows the same piece of ladder logic written
ing of the same name.
in instruction format. This Subtract instruction would
ThisgroupincludestheSubtractinstruction(SUB,
have the effect of subtracting the floating point value
FNC21). If Subtract is used withAuxiliaryRelay
stored in Data Register pair D21 and D20 from the
M8023(FloatOperationFlag),thensubtractionof
floating point value stored
in D l 1 andD l 0 when State
floating point values is possible.M8023must
be
S100 is turned on. The floating point
resultwould then
turned on before the Subtract instructionis executed
bestored in D31 and D30.The followingsection
to allow this.This provides thefacility to take floating
explains each parameterin greater detail:
point data from Data Registers, or Decimal and HexaParameter a)- Settlng the float flag
decimal constants and subtract similar data from a
second source from it. The result is then stored in a
The Boat Operationflag M8023must be SETto
destination device as a floating point value.
enable floating point calculations.

The Subtract
Instruction
with

M8M3

Parameter b)- The SUB statement

The floating point form of the Subtract instruction has
be used in its DOUThe Subtract instruction can only
three parts:
BLEword format if floating point values are being
used. Thisis because floating point values are stored
Part 1: Set M8023
in a pair of Data Registers.An error will occur if this
two different forms for the
a) turn on M8023 to enable floating point operation. form is not used. This gives
instruction:
Part 2: The Subtract instruction.
I)
DSUB: Thestandard form of theinstrucb) the SUB statement
itself
tion, taking 13 steps of program. In the
example shown in Figure 1, while 3 0 0
c)
the
specification
for
the
first
Source
Data,
ie.
the
is turned on, the DSUB instruction will
form of the data.
operate.
PARAMETERS

A
a

s100

I
I

b

c

d

DSUB

Dl0

D20

1

e
D30

f

RST lM8023

WOGRAM
STEP
NUMBER

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

0

LD

S

100

1

SET

M

8023

3

DSUB
10

D
D

k
16

tgure 1: The floating point Subtract instruction
in ladder format.

21

RST

20

D

30

M

8023

The floating point Subtract instruction in instruction format.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE SUBTRACT INS7RUCTION (SUB, FNC 211
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATON FLAG
11)

DSUBP:The'P'suffixshowsthatDSUB
is being used in its PULSE format. The
instruction will only operate when SlOO
provides a rising edge signal as it turns
on. DSUBP also takes
13 program steps.

Parameter c)- Source Data1
This identifies what form the Source Data takes.
The datacan be one of the following:Dedmal Values
(K), Hexadecimal Values (H)or a pairof Data Registers (D) containing a Mating point value. If K or H is
used, then these values wil be converted to floating
point automatically.

Parameter 9- Resetting the float flag

The float Operation Flagmust be reset to allow further
functionsto Operate as normal. The flag canbe left on
if further operations requiring floating point calculations are needed. However, it is recommended that
once all floating pointfunctions are completed this flag
should be switched off using RST.

Example Useof the Subtract Instruction
with M8023

Figure 3 showsatypicaluseofthefloatingpoint
Subtract instruction. For this example, DSUB
is being
used to subtract the floating point value held
in D l and
Parameter d)- Source Data2
DO from that storedin D28 and 025. The floating point
result
is then stored in Data Registers D26 and D25
This identifies the second Source Data, which can be
again.
This instructionwill execute untilC20'scontacts
one of these forms:
dose. Notice how the floating point operation is ena b l e d before the Subtract instruction with SET and
Decimal Values (K), Hexadecimal Values(H) or Data
disabled afterwardswith ReSeT.
Registers (D) holding a floating point value. Again,if
K or H is used, then these values will be converted to
floating paint automatically.
c20

Parameter e)- Destlnatlon Devices
This identifies where the result will be stored. The
Destination Devicescan only be a pair of Data Registers, which store the result
as a floating point value.

Notes: The Destination Devices may be the same as
one of the Source Devices.In this c a s e , take care to
avoid accidentally overwriting data.

The following combinations of Source Data are allowed:

Source Data 1

Source Data2

WH
floating Point D

floating Point D

WH

Floating PointD

floating Point D

WH

WH

DSUB

I

I

D25

I
I

SET p48023
DO

I

D25

RST lM8023

Figure 3: Example ladder diagram for the
floating point Subtract instruction.
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THE MULTIPLY INSTRUCTION (MUL, FNC 22)
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
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Introduction

f-

r

The FX PC family has both basic and applied instruc- e) the specification for the Destination Device, where
tions. Applied instructions control both internal PC
the result willbe stored.
operations and externalI/O and are powerful supPart 3:Reset M8023
plements to the basicPC set of instructions. They
aresplitinto10groups,eachwith
a different
9 turn off M8023 to disable floating point operation.
application, eg. transfer of data within the PC.
Figure 1 shows the typical appearance of a floating
Applied instructions 20 to 29 perform Arithmetic and
point Multiply instruction in a ladder program, while
Logical Operations and are grouped together under
of ladder logic written
Figure 2 shows the same piece
the same heading.
in instruction format. This Multiply instruction would
have the effect of multiplying the floating point value
This includes the Multiply instruction
(MUL, FNC 22).
stored in DataRegisterpair
D l 6 and D l 5 bythe
If Multiply is used with Auxiliary
Relay M8023 (Float
floatingpointvaluestored
in D l 8 and D l 7 when
Operation Flag), then multiplication of floating point
Auxiliary Relay M17 is turned off. The floating point
values is possible. M8023 must be turned on before
the Multiply instructionis executed to allow this. This result would then be stored in D25 and D24. Finally,
thefloatingpointoperationisendedbyresetting
provides the facility to take floating point data from
M8023. The following section explains each parameData Registers, or Decimal and Hexadecimal conter in greater detail:
stants and multiply it by similar data from a second
source.Theresult
is thenstored in a destination
Parameter a)- Settlngthe float flag
device as a floating point value.
The float Operationflag W 2 3 mustbe SET to
The Multiply Instruction with "23
enable floating point calculations.

The floating point form of the Multiply instruction has
three parts:
Part 1: Set M8023
,a) turn on M8023 to enable floating point operation.
Part 2: The Multiply instruction.
b) the MUL statement itself

,F

Parameter b)- The MUL Statement

The Multiply instructioncan only be used in its DOUBLE word format if floating point values are being
used. Thisis because floating point values
are stored
in a pair of Data Registers. An error will occur if this
form is not used. This gives
two different forms for the
instruction:

I)

c) the specification for the first Source Data, ie. the
data.
theform
of
d) the specification for the second Source Data.
PARAMETERS

A

I

1

PROGRAM
STEP
NUMBER

3

I
,-

P

I

f

.Figure 1: The floating point Multiply instruction
in ladder format.

DMUL:Thestandardform of the instruction, taking 13 steps of program. In the
example shownin Rgure 1, while M17 is
turned off, the DMUL instruction will operate.

16

I

INSTRUCTION
PROGRAM

M

22

DMUL
15

8023

D

FIST

D

17

D

24

M

8023

Figure 2: The floating point Multiply instruction in instruction format.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE MULTIPLY INSTRUCTtON (MUL FNC.221
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
11)

DMULP: The "P" suffix shows that DMUL
is being used in its PULSE format. The
instruction will only operate when M17
provides a fallingedge signal as it turns
off. DMULP alsotakes 13 program steps.

Parameter 9- Resetting the float flag

The Float Operation
Flag mud be reset to allow further
functions to operate as
The flag can be left on
if further operations requiring bating point calculations are
However, it is recommended that
once all floating point functions are completed this flag
Parameter c)- Source Data1
should be switched off using FIST.
This identifies what form the Multiplicand, i.e. thevalue
to be multiplied, takes.
Source Data 1
Source Data2
The data canbe one of the following: Decimal Values
WH
WH
(K), Hexadecimal Values (H)or a pairof Data Registers (D) containing a floating point value. If K or H is
Floating Point D
Floating Point D
used, then these values will be converted to floating
Floating Point D
WH
point automatically.
Floating Point D
WH
Parametor d)- Source Data2
This shows the form of the Multiplier, i.e. the value by Figure 3: Allowed combinations of Source Data.
which the Multiplicand is multiplied. This can be one
Example Useof the Multiply Instruction
of these forms:
Decimal Values (K), Hexadecimal Values (H) or Data
Registers (D) holding a floating point value. Again, if
K or H is used, then these values will
be converted to
floating point automatically.

needed.

normal.

with M8M3

Figure 4 shows atypical use ofthe floatingpoint
Multiply instruction.For this example, DMULis being
used to multiply the decimal value
250 by the floating
point value held in D51 and D50. The floating point
Parameter e)- Destlnatlon Devices
result is then storedin Data RegistersD l and DO. This
This identifies where the result will be stored. The
instruction will execute when C20's contacts dose.
Destination Devicescan only be a pair of Data RegAdditionally, this shows how the floating point operaisters, whichstore the result as a floating point value. tion is enabled before the Multiply instruction SET
with
and disabled afterwards with ReSeT.
Notes:
The result of the floating point versionof the multiply
instruction is different to the normal 32 bit Multiply
instruction. The Destination Devices hold the complete result as a 32 bit floating point value, rather than
a 64 bit result.

of
The Destination Devices may be the same as one
the Source Devices. In this case, take care to avoid
accidentally overwriting data.
The allowed combinationsof Source Data are shown
in Figure 3.

Figure4: Example ladder diagram for the
Multiply floating point instruction.
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

THE DIVIDE INSTRUCTION (DIV, FNC 23)
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG

/"

Introduction

The FX PC family has two sets of instructions; basic
and applied.Applied instructionscontrol internal PC
operations and external I/O and are powerful supplements to the basic PC instructions. They are
divided into10 groups, each group with
a different
application, eg. transferof data withinthe PC.

e) the speaficationfor the Destination Device, where
the result willbe stored.

The floating point form of the Divide instruction has
three parts:

Parameter b)- The DIV statement

Part 3: Reset M8023

9 turn off M8023 to disable floating point operation.

Figure 1 shows the typical appearance of a floating
pointDivideinstructioninaladderprogram,while
figure 2 shows thesame piece of ladder logic written
in instructionformat.ThisDivideinstructionwould
have the effect of dividing the floating point value
This indudes the Divide instruction(DIV, FNC 23). If
storedinDataRegisterpairD29and
028 bythe
Divide is used with Auxiliary RelayM8023 (float Opfloating
point
value
stored
in
D31
and
D30 when
eration Flag), then division of floating point values is
possible. M8023 must beturned on beforethe Divide Auxiliary Relay M40 is turned off. The floating point
instruction is executed to allow this. This provides the result would then be stored in D41 and D40. Finally,
faciltty to take floating point data from Data Registers, thefloatingpointoperationisendedbyresetting
M8023. The following section explains each parameor Decimal and Hexadecimal constants and divide it
ter
in greater detail:
by similar data from a second source. The result is
then stored in a destination device as a floating point Parameter a)- Settingthe float flag
value.
M8023 must be SET to
TheFloatOperationflag
The DivideInstruction wtth M8023
enable floating point calculations.

Applied instructions 20 to 29 perform Arithmetic and
Logical Operations and are grouped together under
this heading .

r

r

Part 1: Set M8023
a) turn onM8023 to enable floating point operation.
Part 2: The Divide instruction.
b) the DIV statement itself

r

The Divide instruction can only used
be in its DOUBLE
word format if floating point values are being used.
This is because floating point values are stored in a
pair of Data Registers.An emr will occur if this form
is not used. This gives
two different forms for the
instruction:

I)

c) the specification for the first Source Data, ie. the
data.
theform
of

DDIV:Thestandardform of theinstruction, taking 13 steps of program. In the
example shownin Figure 1, while M40 is
turned off, the DDlV instruction will operate.

d) the specification for the second Source Data.
PARAMETERS

I

A
a

M40

b ,
DDlV

I
,-

r"

I

I

I

c
028

I

d
D30

e

I

M8023

NUMBER

3

D40

f
RST

I

PROGRAM

I
I

Figure 1: The floating point Divide instruction in
ladder format.

INSTRUCTIONPROGRAM

SET

8023

DDlV

23
D

27

D

30

D

40

RST
M
8023
IFigure 2: The floating
point Divide instruction
16

in instruction format.

I
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THE DIVIDE INSTRUCTION (DIV. FNC 231
USED WITH THE M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
11)

DDIVP:The"P" suffix showsthatDDlV
is being used in its PULSE format. The
instruction will only operate when M40
provides a falling edge signal as
it turns
off. DDIVP also takes13 program steps.

Parameter c)- Source Data 1
This identifieswhat form the Dividend, i.e. value
to be
divided, takes.

Parameter 9- Resetting the float flag

The Float Operation Flag
musl be reset to allow further
functions to operate as normal.The flag can be left on
if further operations requiring floating point calculations are needed. However, it is recommended that
once all floating point functions are completed
this flag
should be switchedoff using RST.

The data can be one
of the following: Decimal Values
(K), Hexadecimal Values (H) or a pair of Data Registers (D) containing a floating point value. If K or H is
used, then these values w i l l be converted to floating
point automatically.
Parameter d)- Source Data2
This shows the form of the Divisor, i.e. the value by
which the dividend is divided. This can beofone
these
forms:
Decimal Values (K), Hexadecimal Values (H) or Data
Registers (D) holding a floating point value. Again,if
K or H is used, thenthese values will be convertedto
floating point automatically.

Source Data1

Source Data2

WH

Km

Floating Point D

floating Point D

WH

Floating PointD

floating Point D

Km

Figure 3: Allowed combinations of Source Data.

Example Useof the Divide Instruction
with M8023

Figure 4 shows an example use of the floating point
Divide instruction. For this example, DDlV is being
used to dividethe floating point value held
in D l and
DO by the decimal value1OOO The floating point result
Parameter e)- Destination Devlces
is then stored in Data Registers D l 1 and D l 0. This
This identities where the result will be stored. The
instruction will execute when
TO'Scontacts dose. This
Destination Devicescan only be a pair of Data Regalso shows how
the floating point operation
is enabled
isters, whichstore the result as a floating point value. before the Divide instruction with SET and disabled
afterwards with ReSeT.
Notes:

.

The result of the floating point version of the divide
instruction is different to the normal Divide instruction.
The Destination Devices hold the complete result and
there is no separation of the whole (Quotient) and
fractional (Remainder) parts.

same as one of
The Destination Devices may be the
the Source Devices. In this case, take care to avoid
accidentally overwriting data.
The allowed combinations of Source Data
are shown
in Figure 3.

DDlV

I

DO

I K1000 1

Dl0

RST

M8023

Figure4: Example ladder diagram for the
floating point Divide instruction.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIAL
Part 1: Communication Parameters

Introduction

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
Any serial communicationprotocolmust
first be
configured to ensure
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
full compatibility with the external
instructions are powerful supplements to the basic set
communicating device. The communication protocol
of PC instructions and are used
to provide control over for the FX-232ADP is configured using special data
internal PC operations and
exldernal YO. They are split reaister D8120: this can onlv be done while the RS
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. transferof data within the PC.
nications.
Applied instructions 80 to 89 are concerned with the
communication of data to devices outside theFX plc
andaregroupedundertheheadingof
FX Service
bo IDATA LENGTH
7 bib
8 bits
Interfaces.
bl
PARITY
(00) : No Parity
ThisgroupincludestheSerialCommunications
b2
(01)
Odd P a m
(11) ::Even
Parity
I
instruction (RS, FNC 80). This provides thefacility to
send and receive datatotfroma
wide range of
STOP
BITS
1
bit
2
bits
b3
communicationdevicesviatheRS232serial
(b7,b6,b5,b4)
communications module; FX-232ADP.
KgRATE
1)
(001
300

I

,P

;;

The RS instruction

The serial communicationsis controlled in four parts:

r-

r"

Part 1: Set Communication parameters
Part 2: TheRS instruction (six parameters)

a)

thedatastorageformat.

b)

the RS statementitself.

C)

thetransmitbufferHeadAddress.

d)

thetransmitmessagelength.

e)

thereceivebufferHeadAddress.

f)

thereceivemessagelength.

A

- - - - -\

a

- - - - - - - - - - - !-s-m?i
! ' ! -~ L I

b

I

c

D500

I

d

Dl0

I

e

MOO

I

I

f
K20

SET TRANSMIT MESSME

1
-.

I ME122

PROCESS RECEIVED MESSAGE

[
/-

SET

RST

]

10)
11)

I

; ;(01
1 rl;

(01
(1000)
(1001)

600

1200

4800

9600

19200

b8

HEADER

USE D8124 NONE

b9

TERMINATm

USE D8125 NONE
NONE

H/W§

-

-

Special data register D8124 holds the value of the
header byte, if one is s e l e c t e d . The default value is
ASCII 'STX" or 0
2 but ~thiscan
~ be changed by the
user before any communicationsbegin.

PARAMETERS

RS

2400

b l 1 NOT USED
to

Part 4: Receive message
/

b6
b7

b10 HANDSHAKE

Part 3: Transmit message

x000

I

Me123

Special data register D8125 holds the value of the
terminator byte,if one is selected. The default value
is
ASCII "ETX"or 0
3 but ~this ~
can be changed by the
user before any communications begin.
§ If the peripheral communication device uses hardware handshaking then
this mode shouldbe selected.
When selected, the DSR and DTR lines (pins 6 and
20) of the FX432ADP are used to control the communication. See page 4 for terminal diagram.
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AN INTRODUCTIONTOTHE SERIAL
COMMUNICATION INSTRUCllON (RS. FNC 80)
Part 2: The RS instruction

Part 3: Transmit message

Parameter a)

The transmissionor sending of a messageis controlled with auxiliary relayM8122.

The data storage format can be either 16 bit or 8 bit
mode. The16 bit modeuses both the upper and lower
bytes of the transmit and receive buffer areas and the
8 bit mode only
uses the lower8 bits. This is controlled
bythespecialauxiliaryrelay
M8161; ONfor 8 bit
mode.

BUFFER 0200 K4
16 bit (default)

1-

High

Dm
D201

m]

DATA "ABCD"
8 bit

Low

High

D200
0201

D202
D203

Low

/

/
/

Parameter b)
The RS statement, when active, indicates that communication is possible and the transmission andreceivalofdatacanoccur.Morethan
one RS
instruction is permitted within a program but only
one
may be active at time.
a
Parameter c)
The transmit buffer Head Address
is the first data
register or file register (D) of the transmit message
area.
Parameter d)
Thetransmitmessagelength
is thelength of the
messageto be transmitted. The valuecan be a
constant (K) or if the message lengthwill, vary a data
register (D) can also be used. The value,
if a data
register, can be changed between transmit requests
but not during transmission.
Parameter e)
ThereceivebufferHeadAddress
is the first data
register (D) of the receive message area.
Parameter 9

First the data to be transmitted must be contained in
the transmit buffer area. This can be done in one of
two ways:

I)

Copy or m a t e the
message
into
the
message buffer area before transmitting
using eitherMOV or BMOV instructions.

11)

Changethe RS instructionparameters to
use the appropriate data register area
where the message is held. A separate
RS instruction will be needed for each
message.

In the above example the data heldin data registers
Dl00 to Dl03 is copied to the transmit buffer area
starting at D500. The message length of 8 bytes is
then set by changing the valueof the transmit message length using data register
D l 0.
Once the data
is defined andin the correct location the
transmit flagM8122 can beset ON.The data willnow
be sent and the flag
M8122 will be automatically reset
once all data is transmitted.
It is recommended that the flag is set using a pulse
signal; otherwise, after completion, the flag may be set
back ON againbytheprogramandthedatasent
again.
If a header and/or a terminator are used these will be
automatically added to the message before transmission.
Transmit Counter

During sending, the special data register 08122 can
The receive message length
is the maximum length of be monitoredb see the progressof the transmission.
the message that can be received. The value can be The value of 08122 starts at thef u l l message length
a constant(K) or if the message length will vary a dataand decreases by one as each byte
of data is transregister (D) can also be used. The value, if a data
mitted.
register,canbechangedbetweenreceipt
of messages but not during receival.
Note: Headers and terminators are not counted by
D8122.

'

n

!

L,'

r
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PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

AN INTRODUCTION TOTHE SERIAL
COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION(RS, FNC 80)

,/-

Part 4: Receive message

Receive Counter
During receipt, the special data register D8123becan
monitored for the number of bytes received $0 far.
After the full message is received its value will be the
length of the message.

Thereceipt of amessage is controlled by the RS
instructionautomatically.Oncea full messagehas
been received the datais stored in the receive buffer
area and the special auxiliary relay M8123
is set ON.

Headers and Terminators

If a header and/or a terminator are used then these
will be removed automatically before the message
is
stored in the buffer area.

In communications a way to find the beginning and
end of a message ia often needed. This is usually
done by adding indicators to the message known as
headers and terminators.with the RS instruction it is
possible to have an initial header byte and /or a final
terminator byte automatically added
to the massage.

When M8123 comes
ON,the datain the receive buffer
should be processed and
then, to free the area up for
further messages, the
flag should be reset OFF.
to The
flag will be automatically resetif the RS instruction is
turned off.

f-

I

In the example program above the receive message
flag M8123 is monitored. When it becomes active all
the data in the receive buffer is copied to a separate
location and the receive flag
is reset. After freeing the
receivebufferareathedatacanbeprocessedas
appropriate.

These are selected by setting bits b8 and b9 of the
communications parameters data register D8120.
During Transmit

If a header is selected then the lawer byte of special
data register D8124
will be sent as the first byte of any
message transmitted.
If a terminatoris selected then the lower byte of special
data register D8125
will be sent as the last byte
of any
message transmitted.

During Receive

If a header is selected then all data received will be
ignored
Note: Data can not be sent while receiving a message. until the header byteis received.
The receive in progress flag M8121 is set ON during
If no headeris used then the
first byte receivedwill be
message receival. The transmit flag M8122 may be
read as message data.
set to ON at this time but the actual sending will be
delayed until after thefull message has been received.
RS active
X010

M8122
Transmit Flag
D8122
Transmit
Count
Transmit
Data

9

r

k.r

I

TXD

I"

A Z A Z

c
! znZo Zo oEoEEo

Receiving
M8121

I

I

More than2 scans delay
is required between operations

'

TranMit

r

rT

Transmit Possible

D8123

'

Receive Possible'

M8123

/-

Receive

u

1

Re-

Transmit Possible

V,

V
0

I
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AN INTRQDUCTIW TO THE SERIAL
COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTION (RS, FNC 801
If a terminator is selected then, oncein the process of
reading, all data received will be read as message
data until either the terminator byte is received or the
receivemessagelength is reachedi.e.thereceive
buffer becomesfull.
If no terminator is selected then readingwill continue
until the receive bufferis filled i.e.the message length
must be received in full before the message is considered complete.

M8123 is
Once afull message has been received flag
set. Al data received after this is ignored until this
message received flagis cleared.

Connector

W-Dp

0
0
1

0

60
0
0
0
0
63

0
0
0
0

DTR: Data Terminal Ready

Used wlth hartkrre handshaking

@- CD: Carrier Detect

@-

Status monitoredwith M8124

SG: Signal Ground

e.DSR: Data Set Ready

Used wlth hardware handshaklng

CTS: Clear To Send

Not Monitored; Connected to RTS, pin 4

@-

RTS: Request To Send
lntmdty oonnoded to CTS, pin 5
RD: Receive Data

@- TD: Transmit

Data

@- FG: Frame Ground

I
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ASCII CONVERSION INSTRUCTION (ASCI, FNC 82)
Introduction
The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basicPC
instructions and are used to provide control over
internal PC operations and externalVO.They are split
into 10 groups, each groupwith a different emphasis,
eg. High speed operations.

r

-

Applied instructions 80 to 89 are mainly concerned
with the communication of data to devices outside
the FX plc and aregrouped under the heading of FX
Service Interfaces.
This group indudes the ASCII conversion instruction
(ASCI, FNC 82). This function is intended asa
complement to the serial communications instruction
(RS, FNC 80) and converts the hexadecimal values
held in a data registerinto ASCII.

The ASCII Conversion Instruction
The ASCII conversion instruction has
six parameters:
storage
format.
a)datathe

b)

the ASCI statementitself.

C)

the source head address;
where
the
hexadecimal data is stored.

d)

thedestinationheadaddress;where the
converted ASCII characters will be
stored.

e)

thenumberofcharacters;thenumberof
hexadecimal digits to convert to ASCII
characters.

f)

thedatastorageformatreset.

Shown below is the typical appearance of an ASCI
instruction in both ladder and instruction format.

I

F

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

STEP No.
0

LD

1

SET

3

ASCI

6
10

RST

C
M 61

20
81
82

D

25

D
K

50

M 61

81

Figure 2: Instruction program of the basic format
for ~e ASCI instruction.
2 will execute the
The program shownin figures 1 and
conversion when the counter C20 reaches its preset
value. While theASCI instruction is active the six (K6)
hexadecimal digits from data registers D25 andD26
are convertedto ASCII characters and storedin data
registers D50 thru 055 (8 bit format); each character
being one byte.

The following sectionexplainseachparameter
more detail:

in

Parameter a)- The Data Storage Format
The data storage format can be either 16 bit or 8 bit
mode. The16 bit mode uses both the upper and lower
bytes of the destination devices and the 8 bit mode
only uses the lower 8 bits. This is controlled by the
special auxiliary relayM8161; ON for 8 bit mode.
Note: The SET M8161 instructionis only neededif 8
bit mode is being used.
Parameter b)- The ASCI Statement

The ASCI instruction hastwo forms:

I)

ASCI: Thestandardform of the instruction, taking 7 steps of program. In
this
form theASCI instruction while active
will
continue to convert the source data to
ASCII character.

11)

ASCIP: This form is similar to the standard form and also takes7 steps of program. The P suffixindicates Pulse
format. When activated the ASCIP instruction will only perform the conversion
once each time it is turned on.

AMITSUBISHI
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLERS

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HEXADECIMAL TO
ASCII CONVERSION INSTRUCTlON (ASCI,FNC 82)
Parameter c)- The Source Head Address
The value specified hereidentifies the first word device that contains the hexadecimal digits to be converted. If more than 4 digits are to be converted then
the following word devices will also be read until all
required digits are converted. The source address
be specified using:

Example Use of the ASCI Instruction
Using the program example in figures 1 and 2 the
following diagram shows theresults for both 16 bit
format and8 bit format.
can

DecimalValue (K), Hexadecimal Value (H),Timers
(T),Counters (C), Data registers (D) or
Group bit devices; Inputs (KnX), Outputs (KnY), Auxiliary relays (KnM), States(KnS).
Parameter d)- The Destination Head Address

Low
The value specified here identifies thefirst word device that will contain the ASCII characters. Each word
device can contain 2 characters (2 bytes). The word
devices following the Head Address
will be used until D5 1
D52
all the characters have been stored. The destination
address can be specified using:
Timers (T),Counters (C), Data registers (D) or
Group bit devices; Outputs (KnY),Auxiliaryrelays
(KnM), States (KnS).
Parameter e)- The Numberof Characters

SourceDataD25 : OABC ,,
D26 : 6789 H
Destination D50
16 bit format
High

Digits K6
8 bit format
High

Low

"B'

(Default)

Figure 3: Graphic representation of both16 and 8
bit data storage format.

The value specified here
can only be a Decimal Value
ASCII Character Codes
(K) or aHexadecimalValue (H) andindicatesthe
number of hexadecimal digits that will be converted
The following table gives the ASCII character code
in
and how many ASCII characters will be stored. The
both hexadecimal and decimalfor each ofthe hexanumberofcharacters
can bebetween 1 and256
decimal digits that can be converted.
digits.
Parameter 9- The Data Storage Format Reset

TheRST M8161 switches thedatastorageformat
back to the default of 16 bits.

Note: This parameteris only neededif this instruction
uses 8 bit data storage format and there are other
instructions in your program that use 16
bit data storage format.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ASCII TO HEXADECIMAL
CONVERSION INSTRUCTION'(HEX. FNC 83)
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Introduction

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basii set
of PCinstructions and are used
to provide control over
internal PC operations and external
VO. They are split
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. transfer of data within the PC.

I

f-

F

Applied instructions 80to 89 are concerned with the
communication of data to devices outside theFX plc
and are grouped under the heading of
FX Service
Interfaces.

1

3

I

SET
HEX

M

8161

D

60

83

30
30

D

6

K

10

RST
~~

M 61

I

81

~~~

Figure 2: Instruction program of the basic format
This group indudes the hexadecimal conversion
for the HEX instruction.
instruction (HEX, FNC 83). This function is intended
as a complement to the serial communications
in2 will execute the
struction (RS, FNC 80) and convertsASCII character The program shownin figures 1 and
codes held in data registers into hexadecimal values. conversion when the counter T15 reaches its preset
value. While the HEX instruction
is active the six (K6)
ASCII characters from data registers D60D65
thru
are
The HEX Conversion Instruction
converted to hexadecimal digits and stored in data
The HEX conversion instruction has six parameters: registers D30 and D31 (8 bit format); two digits being
one byte.
storage
format.
a)datathe
Thefollowingsectionexplainseachparameter
in
more detail:
b) theHEXstatementitself.

c)

the source head address; where the ASCII characters are stored.

d)

thedestinationheadaddress;where the
converted hexadecimal data will be
stored.

e)

Parameter a)- The Data Storage Format

The data storage format can be either 16 bit or 8 bit
mode. The16 bit mode usesboth the upper and lower
bytes of the source devices and the 8 bit mode only
uses the lower 8 bits. This
is controlled by the special
auxiliary relayM8161; ON for 8 bit mode.

thenumberofcharacters;the number of
Note: The SET M8161 instructionis only neededif 8
ASCII characters to convert to hexadeci-bit mode is being used.
mal digits.
Parameter b)- The HEX Statement
9 the datastorageformatreset.
The HEX instruction has
two forms:
Shownbelow is thetypicalappearanceofaHEX
instruction in both ladder and instruction format.
I)
HEX:Thestandardform
of theinstrucPARAMETERS
tion, taking 7 steps of program. In this
A
form the HEX instruction while active
will
/
\
continue to convert the source data to
a
-___ --hexadecimal digits.
--------SET I M8161 r

' - - - __ - - - L

b
HEX

I

C
D60

d

I

I
1

L

F

_________

Figure
1 : Ladder
program
of
the
basic
HEX instruction.

J

I

030
-

L

-

-

K6

f---__I M8161
----

-

-RST
--

e

_

I

format
of
the

11)

HEXP: This form is similar to the standard form and also takes7 steps of program. The P suffixindicatesPulse
format.WhenactivatedtheHEXP
instruction will only perform the conversion
once each time it is turned on.
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AN INTRODWCTtON TO THE ASCII TO HEXADECIMAL
CONVERSION INSTRUCTION (HEX, FMC 831
Parameter c)- The Source Head Address

Example Use of the HEX Instruction

The value specified here identifies thefirst word device that contains the ASCII characters to be converted. If more than 2 characters (2 bytes) are to be
converted then the following word devices
will also be
read until all required characters are converted. The
source address can be specified using:

Using the program example in figures 1 and 2 the
following diagram shows the resub for both 16 bit
format and 8 bit format.

DecimalValue (K), Hexadecimal Value (H), Timers
(T),Counters (C), Data registers (D)or
Low (KnY),
HighAux- Low
Group bit devices; Inputs (Knx), Outputs
iliary relays (KnM), States (KnS).
Parameter d)- The Destination Head Address
The value specified here identifies the first word device that will containthehexadecimaldigits.Each
word device can contain 4 digits. The word devices
following the Head Address will be used until all the
digits have been stored. The destination address
can
be specified using:

Source Data D60
16 bit format (Default)
High

Digits K6
8 bit format

D6 1

Destination
D31

Timers (T), Counters (C), Data registers (D)or
Group bit devices;Outputs(KnY),Auxiliaryrelays
(KnM), States (KnS).

D30
0089, OABCH

ZERbnlLED

figure 3: Graphic representation of both 16 and 8
Parameter e)- The Number of Characters
bit data storage format.
The value specified here can only be a Decimal Value
ASCII Character Codes
(K) or aHexadecimalValue (H) andindicatesthe
number of ASCII characters that
will be converted and
The following table gives the ASCII character code
in
howmanyhexadecimaldigits
w i l l bestored.The
both hexadecimal and decimalfor each of the hexanumberofcharacterscan
be between 1 and 256
decimal digits thatcan be converted.
digits.
Parameter 9- The Data Storage Format Reset

The RST M8161 switchesthedatastorageformat
back to the default of 16 bits.

Note: This parameteris only needed if this instruction
uses 8 bit data storage format and there are other
instructions in your program that use16 bit data storage format.

I
I

I
I
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Introduction
The FX PC family instruction setis divided into basic and appliedinstructions. The applied instructions provide powerful supplements to the basic set
of PC instructions and give control over internal
PC operations and external I/O. They are split into
CCD application,
10 groups, 83
each group with a different
eg. transferof data within the PC.

F

Applied instructions 80to 89 are concerned with the
communication of data to devices outside the FX plc
and are grouped under the heading of
FX Service
Interfaces.
This group includes the check code calculation instruciton (CCD, FNC 8 4 ) . This function is intended
as a complement to the serial communications instruction (RS, FNC 80) and calculatesa sum check
and parity check on the
hexadecimal datacontained
in a group of dataregisters.

I

I

STEP No.

3

10

1

I

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

CCD

83

D

RST

D

20
20
45

K

6

M
61

I

I

81

Figure 2: Instruction programof the basic format
for the CCD instruction.

The program shownin figures 1 and 2 will execute the
sum check and parity check when auxiliaryM173
relay
turns on. While the CCD instruction is active six (K6)
bytes of data from data registers020 thru D25 (8 bit
format) are summed and the sum value and panty
The Check Code Instruction
check are stored in data registers D45 and D46 reThe CCD conversion instruction has six parameters: spectivly.
Thefollowingsectionexplainseachparameterin
more detail:

the data storage format.
the CCD statement itself.

9

Parameter a)- Th@ Data Storage Format
the source head address; where the data
The data storage format can be either 16 bit or 8 bit
are stored.
mode. The16 bit mode uses both the upper and lower
bytes of the source devices and the 8 bit mode only
the destination address; where the sum
USBS the lower 8 bits. This
is controlled by the special
check value w i l l be stored.
auxiliary relay M8161;ON for 8 bit mode.
the number of characters; the numberof
Note: The SET M8161 instructionis only neededif 8
bytes of datato sum.
bit modeis being used.
the data storage format reset.
Parameter b)- The CCDStatement

Shownbelow is thetypicalappearance of a CCD
instruction in both ladder and instruction format.
PARAMETERS
A

/

I

L

_-_______

The CCD instruction has two forms:

I)

CCD:Thestandardform
of theinstruction, taking 7 steps of program. In this
form the CCD instructionw i l l continue to
calculate thesumandparitychecks
while active.

11)

CCDP: This form is similar to the standard form and also takes 7 steps of program. The P suffixindicatesPulse
format.WhenactivatedtheCCDPinstruction will only perform the calculation
each time it isturned on.

\

J

L

RST

---

I

f
--ME161
---~

Figure 1: Ladder programof the basic formatof the
CCD instruction.
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CHECK CODE INSTRUCTION CCD, FNC 84)
Parameter c)- The Source Head Address

Example Use of the HEX Instruction

The value spedfied here identifies thefirst word device that contains the data
to be summed.tf more than
2 bytes are to be summed then the following word
devices will also be read until all required data are
used. The source addresscan be specified using:

Using the program example in figures 1 and 2 the
following diagram shows the results for both 16 bit
format and 8bit format.

Timers (Tj, Counters (C), Data registers (D) or
Group bit devices; Inputs (KnX), Outputs (KnY), Auxiliary relays (KnM), States(KnS).
Parameter d)- The Destination Head Address

16 bit format
High

The value specified here identifiesfirst
theof two word
devices thatwill contain thesum check vabe and the
parity check value respectivty. The sum check
is calD 2 71 4k
culated on each byte (8 bits) and the lsresult
in a 2byte
1011010
0001111
1110100
word (16 bits). The parity is calculated as even parity
on the bit patern for each byte. The destination address can be specified using:
Timers (T),Counters (C), Data registers (D)or
Groupbitdevices;Outputs
(KnY), Auxiliaryrelays
(KnM), States (KnS).

Digits K6

Source Data D20

8 bit format

portwltl

High

Low

OF

D22 0110010
1001101

Low

I (Lh 1
D21

5A

1-(
D22

Parameter e)- The Numberof Characters
The value specified here can be a Decimal Value (K),
a Hexadecimal Value (H) or a Data register (D) and
indicatesthenumberofbytes(8bits)that
will be
summed.Thenumber can bebetween 1 and256
bytes.
Parameter 9- The Data Storage Format Reset
TheRSTM8161switchesthedatastorageformat
back to the defaultof 16 bits.
Note: This parameteris only neededif this instruction
uses 8 bit data storage format and there are other
instructions in your program that use 16
bit data storage format.

SUM = 9 3 + % + 7 4 + 0 F + 4 D + B= 2 6 F
HEX
= 147 + 90 + 116 + 15 + 77 + 178 = 623 DEC

DESTINATION
RESULTS
SUM

D45
1101111
0000010
L
D46

PARTP(

/

I

4D

~ ~ 0 0 D0l W0l 1 0 1

Figure 3: Calculations performed for the sum
check and parity check.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
PID INSTRUCTION (PIP, FNC 881
Introduction
As control technology advances, the functions

of a
programmable controllerare becoming more diverse.
The FX family ofPCs are followingthistrendby
offering a PID control instruction (PID, FNC
8 8 ) . This
instruction is available on the FX2c and FX of V3.11
or later. It allows a userto define a functionto control
their system orprocess.

The name 'PID' represents the three different
ways of
processingthe error to generate the new control value.
These are:
'P': Proportional control. This simply takes
the error and multiplies
it by a user defined
value, K p , to produce a new control value.
This is always Kp times the error, hence
the result is proportional.
'I": Integral control. The controlvalue
woduced Isrelatedto the valueof the error
over a given time period. Hence the error
is integrated over the required period of
time.

The PID instruction
P

Before explaining the operationof a PID function,it's
a good idea to review thetype of system orprocess it
is often wed to control. Generally,these are 'dosed
loop' systems. At the simplest level,
the system is kept
under control by maintaining
it at a set value. The set
value relates to its most important parameter. The
simplest example would be keeping the warmth of a

the Set Value* The contro'ler
also h b a sensor to
monitorhowwellthesystem
is keeping to theSet

Value. This wovides feedback
to the controller. which
can adjust ik Output Value accordinglyto make sure
the Set Value is maintained. So the feedback closes
theloop in thesystemcontroldiagram,shownin
Figure 1.
/-

Set
Value

Controller

output
Value

2

Process
or system
under control

ID": Derivative control.
The value output by
of
thecontroller is based ontherate
change of the error. This is the derivative
of the error with respect to time.

The PID instruction has the following parameters
(See
Figure 2):

a)

ThePIDstatement

b)

SourceData 1, therequiredSetValuefor
the process.

C)

Source Data 2, the Current Value of the
This
process.feedback
is the
to the controller.

d)

Source Data 3. This is the head address
of the bank of Data Registers whichwill
be used to store the user's parameters
for the PID instruction.These values determine the behavior of the PID control
and hence the process.

e)

Destination,thecalculatedOutputValue
sent to the process.

Feedback

Figure 1 : A dosed loop system.
ThePIDinstruction
is attheheartofthecontrol

/--

itself

PARAMETER
process,andlsdefinedbytheusertogivetherequired
contrd. It takes the Set Value and compares it to the
Q
actual valuethe system is currently at (Current Value).
There is usually a difference between the
two, called
the 'error' (E). This error provides the raw material for
the PID instructionto process. The result of the processing is a new Output Value which is sent to the
system to bring it backto the Set Value.
Figure 2: A typical PID instructionin ladder format.
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PROQRAY
STEP
NUMBER

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

0

LD

1

PID

X

OOO

D

100

D

200

D

300

D

aa

400

Figure 3: PID instruction in instruction format.
Each of these parameters are as follows:
Parameter a)- PID Statement
This is the only formof the PID instruction.It occupies
9 steps of program.In Figure 2, while X000 is ON,then
the PID instructionwill execute.
Parameter b)-Source Data 1: Set Value
The Set Value is contained in a single Data Register
(16 bits).
Parameter c)- Source Data 2: Current Value
The Current Value of the process
is also contained in
a single Data Register.
Parameter d)- Source Data 3: User Defined
Parameters Head Address
This Data Register
is the first of 25 whc
ih hold theuser
definedparametersforthePIDinstruction.These
parameters wil determine the behavior of the control
system built around the PID instruction. These parameters are given at the end of this sheet.The head
address mustbe in the range DO-0975.
Parameter e)- Destination: Output Value

the PID instructionis
The Output Value calculated by
written to this Data Register.

Explanation of the PID instruction's
User Defined Parameters
In total, the PID instruction uses
25 Data Registersto
store theparameters set bythe user. These are listed
in Table 1 at the end ofthis sheet.

Mathematical eqwtlon used by the PID instruction
For reference, the equation used by this instruction
is
as follows:

Where:

Kp= Proportionalgain
E=EWOT
KO= Derivativegain
Trr Derivatbe time constant
TI = Integral time constant

Notes on the um of the PID instruction

There are no restrictions on the
number of
PID instructions beingused in a program.
However, each PID instruction must use
separate groups of Data Registers to
avoid data conflicts inside thePC.
Although the PID instruction can be used
in intenupts, subroutines, step ladder or
with jumps, care must be taken. In these
situations, it is recommended to use the
PID instruction Inthe way shown in Flgure
4 .The choice of Data Registers and
contactsis down to theuser. Note
however, that the Move instruction must
always move KO into DYYY+7. So if
DYYY=D3OO, then DWY+7=D307.

PID

Dwww

DXXX

DWY

D m

Figure 4: Ensuring mrrect PID operation. Note that
an lntenupt routine has only been chosen
as one possible example.

The Sampling Time (Ts)should be kept
longer than the plogram scan time. If it is
shorter, then an e m r wil result. At this
point, the Sampling
Time
wil made
be

_.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
PI0 INSTRUCTION P!D, FNC 88)

/c

equal to the scan time and operation will
continue.
In the case of timer interrupt operation,
(I6XX-l8XX), the Sampling Time should
be no shorter than the
intempt cycle time.

TheSamplingTime,Ts, is subject to an
variation causedby the programscan. The
maximum amount for this variation is
Te(Program scan time+l ms)/+(Program
scan time). This canbe minimizedby using
the PIDinstructionfromwithina
timed
interrupt routine.

f-

0

The PID instruction includes alarms which
allow abnormal process conditions to be
signalled when they occur. These alarms
can be enabled and disabled by the user.
The pointsat which they are Mggered are
alsospecifiedbytheuserdefined
parameters.
The PID instruction has certain error
codes
associatedwith it tohelpdiagnose
problems with itsoperation.Theseare
stored in Data Register D8067. When an
error occurs, it is flagged by M8067.
Please see Table at
2 the endof this sheet
for the list
of errorcodesandtheir
meanings.

Example use of the PID instruction

n<x/FX V3.11

input (Current Value)

I

Output Value

1

Output (Output Value)
Figure 6: An example analog based PID system.
The first is anFXdAD, which takes the analog
Current Value from the process and converts it into an
eauivalent diaital value. The base unit would use a
F ~ O Minsttukon to placethisvatueinto
~ 4 0~n
.
example ofan analog Current Value could be a varying voltage signal.
Secondly, the Output Value must be converted from
the number storedin 050 into an analog signalto be
sent to theprocess.Thiscanbehandledbythe
FX-2DA special function block.
An example of analog
control would be a motorized valve whose position
depends on a voltage level.
This example does not give any values for the user
defined parametersas these will depend on the specific nature of the system under control.
Alternathlb method of providinga control output
The PWM instruction(PWM, FNC 58) can be used to
produce a square wave output directly from a transistor base unit This can haveits duty cycle varied by
the Output Value. Hence the
on/off ratio of the square
wave canbe varied directly by the PID instruction.
This
avoids the need for a dlgital to analog
output stage in
some applications.

.

F

Figure 5: An example use of the PID instruction.

Settlng the PID lnstructlon user deflned parameters

An example use of the PID instruction is shown in These values could be written directly to the Data
Figure 5. This shows a PID instruction which becomesRegisters concerned(D100-Dl24 in this case). If the
parameters areto be retained after power down, then
active when M100 turns on. The Set Value is stored
remember
to use the retentive Data Registers. Anin D10, the Current Value is read from D40 and the
other approach would
be to have the parameter values
Output Value is written to D50. This leaves Dl00 as
stored in the File Registers and use the BMOV inthe head addressof the user defined parameters, i.e.
struction (BMOV, FNC 15) to write them to the reD l 00-1 24 are used.
quired Data Registers. This would allow several sets
If the system being controlled was completely analog,of parameters to be stored and changedif necessary,
then two special functionMocks need to be added to
under program control.
the base unitto handle the signals
to and from the PC.
Figure 6 shows this.
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Paramtw Setting
Number

+1

Name

Adlon diredionl
Alarm contrd

Range

Description

1

Bit 0: 0: Forwarddiredkn. 1 : Reverse dimdon.

N/A

c h n g r alarm OW/(%.

NIA

h OW/ON.

NIA

Blt 1: 011: Current
Value
Output
Value
change
Bit 2: 0/1:
Bit 3-1 5: R e m .

NIA

Setting valuefor input filter.

P99%

+2

Input filter (a)

+3

Proportional gain Muaipiyng factor for proportional(.P)control.

+4

Integral the
canstant ( T I )

Integral ( Y ) calculatkn multipkd by the inverse of this value.
Selecting 0 for this value disablesthe integral control.

+5

Derivative gain

Multiplying factor for derlvatlve(D
' )'

+6

Derivative time
amstant (TO)

Derivative calculationmultlpkd by thie Mkle. Selecting 0 for thls 042767x1Omsec
value disablesthe derivative mntrol.

+7+19

Reserved

NIA

+20

Table 1:

a

(KP)

(KO)

change alarm
preset value
(increasing)

mrrtrol.

1-32767%
042767x100 msec
0-1 00%

NIA

Alarm enabkd by bit 1 of S3+1 (Adbn diredbn) triggered when Current
0 3 2 7 6 7V8lue

~

~~~

Current Value increasesmom than this value.

Alarm enabbd by bit1 of S3+1 (Adbn dimdbn) tflggerod when
Curront Value deaeases mom than this v
a
b
.

+21

Current Value
change alarm
preset value
(deaeasing)

+22

Output Value
ALum enabled by bY 2 of S3+1 (Actbn diredbn) triggered when 0 3 2 7 6 7
change alarm Output Value increases more than thla nlur.
preset value
(increasing)

0-32767

+23

Output Value
Ohange alarm
preset value
(we=%!)

Alarm enabkd by bit 2 of S3+1 (Adbn diredbn) triggered when 0-32767
Output Value decreases more than this value.

+24

Alarm output

Bit 0: Current Value change ahrrn(increasing)

NA

Blt 1: Current Value change alarm (decreasing)

NA

Blt 2: Output Value change alarm(inaeasing)

N/A

Bit 3: Output Value changeahrm (decreasing)

NA

List of user defined parameters for the PID instruction.

0
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Error code Meaningof error
(Stored in
D M )
Devices spedhd for the PID instruction are not Data Regbters.
K6705
K6706

I

Effect on executkm of PID
inshudbn

Erecullon ceases

Data Resisters have been sDedRed oubide the albwed range.

~ ~ 7 3 0 Sampung Urne (TS) is outside a ~ k ~ range
e d (~s<a).
K6732

f-

I Input fllter value (a)is outside albwed range (a<Oor a>=lOO).
is outside allowed range( b o ) .

~6733

Proportional gain(I+)

K6734

integral time constant (TI) is outside aibwed range (TWO).

K6735

Derivative gain (KO) is outside albwed range ( K m O or Ko>=lOl).

K6736

Derivativetime constant

K6740
K6742

(TD)

is outside albwed range (TWO).

Sampling time (Ts)<= program scan time.
change rate outside alkwed limits ( A Current Value<-32768 or >32767).

Error outside albwed h i t s (e<-32768 or eS32767). K6743
K6744
K6745
K6746
K6747
/-

Table 2:

Integral result outside allowed limits (Value outslde range-32768 to 32767).
Derivative gainover or dilferential valueoutside albwed range.

Derivative resull outside'aliowed limits (Value
w W e range -32768 to 32767).

PID totalresult outslde allowed limits (Value
outside range -32768 to 32767).

List of PID instruction error codes and their meanings.

Sampling time is set equal to

the scan timeand executkm
continues.

Data affeded changes to Current Value
mwlmum/minimum allowed
value and operation
continues.

F
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CTION (SMOV, FNC 13)
H M8168
Introduction
The FX PC family has a powerful set of applied instructions as well as the commonly used basic instructions. Theapplied instructionsareversatile
additions to the basic set and provide control over
internal PC operations and externalI/O. There are 10
groups of applied instructions, each with a different
area of application, eg. arithmetic andlogical operations.

Shown in Figure1 is thetypicalappearanceofa
hexadecimal Shift Move instruction in a ladder program, while Figure2 shows the same piece of ladder
logic written in instruction format.

in

Thefollowingsectionexplainseachparameter
greater detail:
Parameter a)- The SMOV statement

Applied instructions 10to 19 deal with the movement The SMOV statement can take four different forms:
of datawithinthePCandaregroupedunderthe
category of Transfers.
I)
SMOV: The standard form of the instruction, taking 11 steps of program. In the
This group indudes the Shift Move instruction (SMOV,
example shown in Figure 1, while XOOO
FNC 13). Shift Move provides a facility for handling
is turned on, the SMOV instruction will
blocks of numeric data. Usually these data are decimal
operate.
numbers, but if SMOV is used with Auxiliary Relay
M8168 on, then hexadecimal data can be manipuII) SMOVP: The "P" suffix shows that SMOV
lated. Theinstructionworks in the following way:
is being used in its PULSE format. The
instruction
will onlyoperatewhen XOOO
The source device/devices (for this instruction) stores
provides arising edge signal as it turns on.
a hexadecimal number up toFFFF. Each digit of this
SMOVP alsotakes 11 programsteps.
number occupies a numbered location from 1 at the
far right to 4 atthefar left. Ablockofdigits
is defined
PARAMETERS
by specifying the location of the first digit and the
A
/
\
length of the block.

r

-,

This block can then be shifted by defining a different
position for the first digit, and a copy of the block is
moved into the destination device(s) at the new position. Any digits already in the location to which the
block is moved in the destination device@) are overwritten. The other digits remain unchanged.

f-

The Shift Move Instruction

Figure 1: The Shift Move instructionin ladder format.

The hexadecimalShift Move instruction hastwo
parts:

PROGRAM

Part 1: Turn on M8168

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

a) An OUT instructionto turn on M8168.
Part 2: The SMOV statement (six parameters).
13

e) the number of digits in the block.

9 the

P

I

b) The SMOV statement itself
SMOV
c) the specification for the Source Data, ie. where the
block of digits to be shifted and moved
is copied from.
d) the position number of the
first digit of the block.

F

I

destination device(s) for the block
of digits.

O
811

I

M
I

L

D

X

OUT

000

68

3
100

D
K

4

K

2

D

110

g) the number of the new position for the shifted block
Figure 2: Shift Move instruction in instruction
in the destination device(s).
format.
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THE SHIFT MOVE lNSTRUCTiON (SMOV, FNC 13)
Parameter b)- Source Device
Thisidentifies whatform the block of digits to be
copied and moved takes and where it is located in the
PC.The data canbe in any of the following forms:

(KnX), Outputs (KnY),
GroupedBitDevices:Inputs
Auxiliary Relays (KnM), States (KnS), or Timers (T),
Counters (C), Data Registers (D) and Index
Registers
(vw

ExamDle Use of the Shift Move
Instruction with M8168.
The example in Figure 1 uses Dl00 as itssource
device, storing 'FFEP', and D l 10 as the destination
device,storing '2CW.The ShiftMove instruction
would have this effect when xo00 is turned on (see
Figure 3);

Copythedigits
"FF' (blockstarting at
position 4, 2 digits long) from the value
"FFE2'in D100.

Parameter c)- Podtion number of the flrst digit
of the Mock.

This identifies the start of the block of digits in the
Source Device and mustbe a value of 1 through4.

Move the copied blockto D l 10, at position
the digits 'CD' at
position 3 with F
' F'

3. Thisoverwrites

Parameter d)- The number of digits In the block.
This defines the length of the block and is a value
between 1 and 4.
Parameter e)- Destination Devlce.

4

3

2

1

11

The device(s) to which the block of digits will be copied
and moved and where ittthey
are located. Thesemay
be:
Grouped Bit Devices:Outputs (KnY), Auxiliary Relays
(KnM), States(KnS), orllmers 0 ,Counters (C), Data
Registers (D) and Index Registers ( V U ) .
Parameter 9- New Position
The number of the new position for the shifted block
in the destination device(s). Thisis also a valuebetween l and 4.

Result In Dl 10

Figure 3: Example operation ofthe Shift Move instruction.

-,
v
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Introduction
The FX PC family has a powerful set of applied instructions as well as the commonly used basic instructions. m e applied instructions are versatile
additions to the basic set and provide control over
internal PC operations and externalI/O. There are 10
groups of applied instructions, each with a different
area of application, eg. arithmetic and logical operations.
Applied instructions10 to 19 deal with the movement
of datawithinthe PC andaregroupedunderthe
category of Transfers.
,/-

This group includes the Exchange instruction (XCH,
FNC 17). Usually XCH is used to exchange the contents of two devices, but if used with Auxiliary Relay
M8160 on, then XCH swap the data of the upperand
lower bytes of the given device.

The Byte Swap Exchange Instruction
TheByteSwapExchangeinstructionhasfiveparameters:
F

a) settingthe XCH byte swap flag.
b) the XCH statement itself.
c) the swap device; the device which is to have the
data swapped.
d) repeat of the swap device; neededfor this form of
the XCH instruction.

P

e) resetting the XCH byte swap flag; to allow other
XCH instructions to operate as normal.
The following figures show the typical appearance
of
this form of the XCH instruction in both ladder and
instruction programing formats.
PARAMETER

I
I
I

- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _

e

{ = q i G q- .

Figure 1: Ladder formatof the byte swap form of
the XCH instruction (using DOUBLE word
and pulse formats).

37

M

3

I

12

17

DXCHP

RST

I

D

93

D

93

M

8160

Figure 2: Instruction format of the byte swap form
of the XCH instructon (using DOUBLE
word and pulse formats).

When the instruction is executed by havingM37 turn
off the contents of data registers D93 and D M are
changed. The upper byte (8 bits) and the lower byte
(8 bits) of each register are swapped. Because this
instructionwillperformthisfunctioneach
time the
program executes it is advisable, for most applications, to use the pulseform of this instructionas in the
example.
Thefollowingsectionexplainseachparameter
greater detail:

in

Parameter a)- Setting the byte swap flag

The special auxiliary relay M8160 is used to change
the XCH instruction into a byte
swap function.For this
form of the XCH instructionit is necessary to have the
XCH Byte Swap Flag on.
Parameter b)- The XCH statement
The SMOV statement can take four different f o r m s :
XCH: The standard form of the instruction, taking 5 program steps. When the
instruction is driven each byte of the data
will be swapped every time the instruction is processed.
Note: Thedatawill be swapped b a d
during the following
Scan if the instruction
is still being driven.

AMITSUBISHI
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THE EXCHANGE INSTRUCTION
USED AS A BYTE SWAP FUNCTION
XCHP: The "P" suffix shows that XCH
is
beingused in its PULSEformat.The
instruction will execute the swap onc8
when the driving signalis turned on and
must be turned off and on again for the
instruction tooperateasecondtime.
XCHP also takes5 program steps.
Note: This is the recommended format
for most applications,becausedata is
prevented from being swapped back on
the next scan.

Parameter e)- Resetting the XCH Byte Swap Flag
The XCH Byte Swap Flag must be reset if the XCH
instructionis used in its normal form in another partof
the program. If only the byte swap format of
the XCH
instruction is being used then this RST instruction is
not needed.

ExamDle Use of The Bvte Swap Function
~

~~

Following the example program
in figures 1 and 2 the
diagram belowshows the results when the program
is
executed.

DXCH: This is similar to XCH, but the 'D'
prefix indicates the instructionwill swap
thedataofaDOUBLEword,i.e.the
bytes of each deviceof the double word
will be swapped. This form of the instruction takes 9 program steps.
DXCHP: this is a combination of the
PULSE format and the DOUBLE word
format;alsotaking9programsteps.
Each byte of the DOUBLE word will be
swappedoncewhentheinstruction
is
executed. The datawill not be swapped
again until the instruction is switched off
and on again.

D94, D93 = K123456789

swAx
x
K1883

H075BHCD

FUNCTION
DXCH

Parameter c)- The Swap Device

'DY
\

d 4 /

H5B07
K23303

' D
\Y

K52501

15

H I 5 CD

h'

K5581

This identifies the device thatwill have its upper and
lower devices swapped. What ever the device (or
type
094, D93 = K1527190989
size) its value is considered to be a complete word
(leading zeros will be,addedif necessary). Each byte Figure 3: The DOUBLE data of D93 and D94 have
each byte swapped. Each byte
is shown
(8 bits) of this word
will be swapped and the data
converted backto its original form.
here astwo hexadecimal digits.
Note: If DOUBLEword is usedtheneachword
is
treated separately and
will have their upper and lower
bytes swapped independently.
The following devices are allowed:
Grouped Bit Devices: Outputs(KnY), Auxiliary Relays
(KnM),States (KnS), or Timers 0 ,Counters (C),Data
Registers (D) andIndexRegisters
(v&Z;V only if
using DOUBLE word).
Parameter d)- Repeat of Swap Devlce
This device MUST be a copy of the swap device above
for this form of the XCH instruction.
If a different device
is specified then an execution error will occur (Error
flag M8067).

0

.

.

r .
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THE DECIMAL TO BCD INSTRUCTION(BCD, FNC 18)
USED WITH M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
Introduction

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basic set
of PCinstructions and are used to provide control over 0
internal PC operations and external
VO. They are split
1
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. arithmetic and logical operations.
Applied instructions 10 to 19 are concerned with the
movementof data within the PC andaregrouped
under the heading of Transfers.
F-

f-

I

This
group
includes
the
Decimal
to BCD
conversion
instruction (BCD, FNC 18). Whenused in conjunction
with theRoat operation flagM8023 the BCD instruction
performsaconversion of data from floatingpoint
format to scientific format. Without any form of
conversion floating point numbers are very difficult
to
interpret.Thisconversionisuseful
to view the
contents of floating point numbersin a format that we
can understand.

The BCD Instruction with M8023

12

M

25

SET

M

8023

RST

M

8023

I

Looking at the ladder diagram we can see that when
the auxiliary relay M25 is turned ON, first the float
operation flag is set to ON, then the BCD instruction
executes. This results in the contentsof data register
D25 and D24 being read as a floating point number
and converted to scientific format. This value is then
written to the data registerpair 031 and D30.
Parameter a)- Settingthe float flag

This form of the BCD instruction has three parts:

The Float Operation flag M8023 must be SET. This
flag changes the function of the BCD instruction and
math functionsto operate on floating point numbers.

Part 1: Set M8023

Parameter b)- The BCD statement

a) setting the floating point operation flag.

The BCD statement canbe written in four ways:
Only DOUBLE WORD is valid for this format of the
BCD instruction.

Part 2: The BCD instruction (three parameters)
b) the BCD statement itself.

i-

I

LD

c) the specificationof the Source Data i.e. from where
the float value is read.
d) thespecificationof thedestination data i.e.to where
the scientific value is written.
Part 3: Reset M8023

I)

BCD: Thebasicformatoftheinstruction,
taking 5 steps of program memory. While
the instructionis ON it continues to execute.
NOT VALID IN THIS FORMAT.

II)

BCDP: The "P"suffix says the instruction
is being used in PULSE mode. The instruction will execute once
when it is first
turned ON;i.e. rising edge execution.
NOT VALID IN MIS FORMAT.

111)

DBCD: This is thesame as theBCD
formatexceptthe"D"prefixindicates
DOUBLE words are converted, i.e. two
consecutive data registers (32 bits) will
beconverted.DBCDtakes
9 stepsof
program memory.

IV)

DBCDP: This is acombinationofthe
DOUBLE and the PULSE format of the
BCD instruction. The instruction converts
up to 32 bits of data only once after being
switched on.

e) resetting the floating point operation flag.
Shown belowis this formatof the BCD instructionas
a ladder diagram showing each of these features. The
following table showsthesameprogram
written in
instruction format.
PARAMETERS

a

M25

i l
b
DBCD

I

c
D24

.-

1
e

RST

d
D30

I ME023

AMITSUBISHI
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THE DECIMAL TO BC.DINSYRUCTION (BCD, FNC 181
USED WITH M8023 FLOAT OP€RATION FLAG
Parameter c)- Source Data

Example Use of the BCD Instruction

This identifies the location
of the datato be converted.
The datamust be storedas a floating point number
in
a Data Registers(0) pair.

The diagram below shows the BCD instruction being
used to convert the contents
of data register pairD57
and 056 to scientific format in D300 and 0301.

Parameter d)- Destination Data

M417

This identifies the location where the converted data
is to be written. The data will be written in Scientific
format. The destination device must be a Data Register (D) pair.
Scientific format separates theW n g point number
The mantissa is stored in
into mantissa and exponent.
the first data register isand
truncated to four significant
figures. The exponent is stored in the second data
register andis adjusted to keep the mantissaa whole
number.
Parameter e)- Rerettlng the float flag

-It

I

Ex. 1
Ex. 2

The float Operation flag must be RESET toallow
further functionsto operate as normal. The flag can be
Speed of
left on if furtheroperationsrequirlngfloatingpoint
tight,
calculations are needed. However,isitrecommended
C (m/s)
that once all floating point functions are completed this
PI, n
flag should be switched off using RST.

Floating Point Scientific Notation
Value of D57,D56 D300
D301

I

4275

7

- 7.0 x 1 0 - ~

4000

4 2

2.997924 x 10

2997

5

3.141592 x 10'

31 41

-a

6022

20

6626

4 7

4.27594 x 10 lo

Avogadro's
Constant 6.022045 x 10 23
Plank's
Constant

6.626176 x 10- 34

NoticethattheExponent
(D301) is 3lessthan
expected to keep the Mantissa (0300) a four digit
whole number in the range * 1,000 to 9,999 or 0.

r\
w

F

/"
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THE BCD TO DECIMAL INSTRUCTION (BIN, FNC19)
USED WITH M8023 FLOAT OPERATION FLAG
Introduction

I:!EI

The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions are powerful supplements to the basic set
of PCinstructions and are used to provide control over 0
internal PC operations and external
YO. They aresplit
1
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
N
3
eg. arithmetic and logical operations.19
Applied instructions 10to 19 are concerned with the
movement of data within the PC and are grouped
under the heading of Transfers.

LDI

M

40

SET

M

8023

I

DBI

I

I

INSTRUCTlON PROGRAM

30

D

24

D

I

12
RST
M
8023
This group includes the Decimal to BCD conversion
Looking at the ladder dlagramwe can seethat when
instruction (BIN, FNC 18). When used in conjunction
the
with the float operation flag M8023 the BIN insttuction auxiliary relay M40 is turned ON, flrst the float
operation flag is set to ON, then the BIN instruction
of data from scientific format
to
performs a conversion
floating point format . Without any form of conversion executes. This results in the contents of data register
D30 and D31 being
read as a scientific format number
floating point numbers are very difficult to interpret.
and
converted
to
floating
point format. This value is
This conversionis useful to set the contents of floating
then
written
to
the
data
register
pair 025 and D24.
point numbers from a format that
we understand.
Parameter a)- Setting the float flag

The BIN Instruction withM8023

The Float Operation flag M8023 must be SET. This
BIN instructionand
ThisformoftheBINinstructionhasthreeparts:flagchangesthefunctionofthe
to operate on floating point numbers.
math
functions
Part 1: Set "23
a) setting the floating point operation flag.
Part 2: The BIN instruction (three parameters)
b) the BIN statement itself.
c)
the
specification
of
the
Source
scientific
value
the
instruction
is
is
memorv.
the
While
read.

Parameter b)- The BIN statement

The BIN statement can onlybe DOUBLE word when
used with the float operations flag:

Data i.e.
from
where

I)

DBIN: The basic format forthis use of the
of
program
instruction,
taking 9 steps
ON it
prefix
'
incontin& to execute. The ~ D D
dicates DOUBLE words are converted,
i.e. two consecutivedataregisters (32
bits) will be converted.

11)

DBINP:
This is the PULSE formatthe
of
DBlN instruction. The instruction will
execute once when it is first turned .ON
(i.e. rising edge execution) and converts
32 bitsof data.

d) the specification of the destination data Le. to where
the float value is written.
Part 3: Reset M8023
e)
resetting
the
floating
point
operation
flag.
Shown below is this formatof the BIN instruction
as a
ladder diagram showing each of these features. The
following table showsthesameprogram
written in
instruction format.
PARAMETERS
M40

&
a
b
DBlN

I

c
D30

I
e

rc
RST

d
D24

I ME023

Parameter c)- Source Data
This identifies the location of thetodata
be converted.
The data must be held in data registers and will be
interpreted as scientific notation format.
Scientific notation format stores a number
as mantissa
and exponent. The mantissa
is stored in the first data
register and must have four significant figures.
Valid range for the mantissa: 1,000 to 9,999

or 0
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THE BCD TO DECIMAL INSTRUCTION(BIN, FNC 191
USED WITH M8023 FLOAT OPERATIONFLAG
The exponent is stored in the second data register and
is adjusted to keep the mantissa a whole number.
Valid range for the exponent:
-41 to +35

TScientific NotationrValue
Floating Point
of D57,D56

Ex. 1

Parameter d)- Destination Data
This identifies the location where the converted data
is to be written. The data
will be writtenin floating point
and the device must be a Data Register (D) pair.
Parameter e)- Resetting the float flag

Ex. 2

Speed of
Light,
C (m/s)

PI, n
TheFloatOperationflagmustbe
RESET to allow
Electron
further functionsto operate as normal. The flagcan be
Charge,
left on if furtheroperationsrequiringfloatingpoint
Coulombs
calculations are needed. However, it is recommended
that once all floating point functions are completed this Gravity,
gW S 1
flag should be switchedoff using RST.

Example Use of the BIN Instruction
M25

RST

ME023

The diagram below shows the BIN instruction being
usedtoconvertscientificnotationfromD256and
0257 to floating point formatin data register pair047
and D46.

D46

D47

1593

15

1.593 x 10"

4003

40

- 6.003 x lo-'

2997

5

2.997 x 10

3141

a

3.141 x 10'

1602

42

9807

-a

1BO2 x 10-

''

9.807 x 10'

Notice that the Exponent (047) is 3 less than expected
to keep the Mantissa (D46)
a four digit whole number
in the range 1,000 to 9,999 or 0.

*
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
SEARCH INSTRUCTION (SER, FNC 61)
Introduction

PARAMETERS

A
The FX PC family instruction set is divided into two
/
\
I
goups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
a
b
c
d
e
instructions are powerful supplements
to the basic PC
instructionsandareused
to providecontrolover
SER
K10
D24
D35
Dl30
internal PC operations and external
VO. They are split
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis, Figure 2: Ladder program ofthe basic format for
eg. High speed operations.
the Search instruction.
Appliedinstructions 60 to 69 areahandysetof
The program would test each value in the list from
instructions that simplify complex operations; they are
grouped together under
the name 'Useful instructions'. Dl30 to Dl39 (list length K10) for a match with the
contents of D24 when everX1 7 is on. Any match found
This
group
includes
Search
the
instruction (SER,
will becountedandthe
first and last occurrences
a of data devices recorded.Inadditiontothisthemaximumand
FNC 61). This function searches list
foraspecifiedvalue.Theresultsgivenshow:the
minimum valuesin the listwill also be found. The result
number of items found, the position of the first and would
last thenbestored
in thefiveconsecutivedata
item, and the largest and smallest values
in the list.
registersfrom D35 to D39.Thefollowingsection
explains each parameterin greater detail:

I

F-

The Search Instruction

The Search instruction has five parameters:
a) the SER statement itself
/c

b)theheadaddress of thelist;the
the datais stored.

first device in which

c) the search value; the value looked for during the
search.
d)theheadaddressoftheresultslist;wherethe
results will be stored.

Parameter a)- The SER lnstructlon
The SERinstruction can take four different
krms:

I)

SER: The standard form oftheinstruction,
taking 9 steps of program.In this format
the search is continually executed while
the instruction is on.

11)

SERP: The "P" suffix shows that SER is
beingused in itsPULSEformat.The
instruction will only operate each time a
rising edge signal turns the instruction
on. SERP also takes9 program steps.

e) the list length; the number of items to search.
P

Showbelow is the typical appearanceofaSER
instruction in both instiuction and
ladder
format.
PROGRAM
STEP
NUMBER

0
1

III)

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM
LD

X

130

17
61

SER
D
D
D
K

24

35
10

Figure 1: Instruction program of the basic format
for the Search instruction.

I

Iv)

DSER: Thisis similar to SER, but the "D"
prefix indicates the instruction is using
DOUBLE word data, ie.32 bits, equivalent to two data registers each. All data
for the instruction is in DOUBLEword
format. The search list, the search value
and the length will be in DOUBtE word
format. The results will also be
in DOUBLE word format; therefore10 data devices will be used for the results. This
format of the instruction takes
17 program steps.
DSERP:ThiscombinestheDOUBLE
word formatwith the PULSE operation
to
give a SERinstructionwhich will test 32
bitdatavalues
whena rising edge
switchestheinstruction
on.DSERP
takes 17 program steps.

I
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Parameter b)- The Head Addressof the Llst

Example Useof the Search lnstructlon

The value specified here identifies the first item of the
Using the program from thetypical format (Figures 1
consecutive list of devices to be searched, i.e. what
and 2), if the search value 024 has the value KlOO
device type the list uses and where
it is located in the
and thesearch list is defined as follows
PC. The data can be in any of the following forms:
Grouped Bit Devices:
Inputs (KnX), Outputs (KnY), Auxiliary Relays (KnM),
States (KnS) or Timers (T), Counters(C)andData
Registers (D).

i

II 0
I ID131
I 1
I

Parameter c)- The Search Value
This identifies the
type and location of the data
to look
for during the search. The following values are
allowed:
DecimalValues (K), HexadecimalValues (H),
GroupedBitDevices:Inputs (KnX), Outputs(KnY),
Auxiliary Relays (KnM), States (KnS) or Timers (T),
Counters (C), Data Registers (D) and Index Registers

Wz).

Pamterd)-TheHeadAddressoftheReabLlst

I

ID130= KlOO
=Klll
I
I

1 Match i
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

This identifies wheretheresult will be stored.A
The results table will have the following values:
consecutive list of five devices (ten for DOUBLE word)
will be used for the results containing the following:
Results List I Contents I
Meanina
How many ofthe search value arein the search list
3
D35
Number of Matches
(zero if not found).
D36
0
First match position
The positionin the list of the first search value found
D37
6
(zero if not found).
Last match position

I

The positionin the list of the last search value found
(zero if not found).
The positionin the list of the smallest value found
(last occurence if more than one found).
The positionin the list of the largest value found
(last occurenceif more than one found).
The possible devices can
be one of the following:
Grouped Bit Devices: Outputs (KnY), Auxiliary Relays
(KnM), States (KnS) or Timers (T),Counters (C) and
Data Registers (D).
Parameter e)- The LlstLength
The length of the
list to search for thetest value. The
list length can be a maximum of 256 for 16 bit data
devices and 128 for 32 bit (DOUBLE) data devices.
The length can be specified using:
Decimal Values (K), Hexadecimal Values (H) or Data
Registers (D).

D38
D39

I

5
8

Smallest valuein list
Largest valuein list

F
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
SORT INSTRUCTEUN (SORT,FNC 69)
Introduction

PROORAM

NUMBER
The FX PC family instruction sat is divided into two
groups: basic and applied instructions. The applied
instructions arepowerful supplements to the basic
PC
1
instructions and are used to provide control over
internal PC operations and externalVO. They are split
into 10 groups, each group with a different emphasis,
eg. High speed operations.

f-

/-

SORT
100

69
D
K

5

K
4
of
Appliedinstructions60to
69 areahandyset
instructions that simplify complex operations; they are
D
200
grouped together under thename 'Useful instructions'.
D
15
This
group
includes
the
Sort instruction
(SORT,
FNC
Figure 2: Instruction program of the basic format
sorts a tableof data registersso that
61). This function
for the Sort instruction.
contents of one column are in numerical order. The
other columns in the table follow the sorted data to
The program defines the primary table from
D l 00 as
maintain record continuity.
having 5 record and 4 fields. An example of this can
be seen in figure 3. When M215 is switched on the
The Sort Instruction
table is sorted using the data in the field defined by
D l 5.The new sorted table
starts from D200; examples
The Sort instructionhas six parameters:
of which can be found
in figures 4 and 5.The following
a) the SORT statement itself
section explains each parameterin greater detail:

b) the head address of the table; the first device in
which the datais stored.
c) the number of records; the number of devices
each column.

in

d) the number of fields; the number
of columns in the
table.
e) the head address of the sorted table;
first device
the
in which the sorted data is placed.
/c

INSTRUCTION PROGRAM

f) thesortfield;thecolumnonwhichthesort
performed.

is

Show below is the typical appearance of a SORT
instruction in both ladder and instruction format.
PARAMETERS

I

/

A

Parameter a)- The SORT Instruction
The SORT instruction has only
one form:

I)

SORT: Thestandardformoftheinstruction,taking11stepsofprogram.The
SORT instruction can only be used once
in a program.

Parameter b)- The Head Addressof the Table
The value specified here identifies the
first item of the
table to be sorted, i.e. where it is located in the PC.
The datacan only be storedin Data Registers(D) and
there must be enough space after
this address to hold
the complete table.
Parameter c)- The Numberof Records (Nr)

'I

Figure 1: Ladder programof the basic format for
the Sort instruction.

This is the number of consecutive data registers that
form each column of the table. There can be between
1andamaximum
of 32 records in a table. Only
Decimal Values (K) or Hexadecimal Value(H) can be
used to specify the number of records.
Parameter d)- The Numberof Fields (N9
This is the numberof columns that make up the table.
Each one represents one type of data. There can be
between 1 and a maximum of6 fields in a table. Only
Decimal Values(K) or Hexadecimal Value (H)can be
used to specify the number
of fields.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
Parameter e)-The Head Ad&&
ble

Using the program shown in figures 1 and 2 with the
table data as defined in figure 3. If the sort field D l 5
has the value K2 then the results taMe will have the
following values:

of the Sutmd Ta-

This identifies where the new table will
data
be stored.
After the data is sorted it is placed in a new table that
starts at this address. Only Data Registers (D) can be
used to store the table data and there must be enough
space after this address to hold the complete table.
Note: This address can be the same as the primary
table address, however the data
must not be changed
during the sort. The operation complete flag M8029
is
used to indicate the end of the sort operation.

Nf

I

Warnlng! If the primary table and the sorted table
overlap (not the same address) then the data in the
tables will become scrambled.

'

I-

Parameter 9- The Sort Fleld
This indicates thefield or column thatis to be sorted.
The value is the column number and must be valid for
the current table specification. The sort field can be
specified using:

I

I

I

I

I

Decimal Values(K),Hexadecimal Values(H) or Data
Registers (D).

Figure 4: Example of results table sortedon field 2,
starting at address 0200.

ExamDle Use of the Sort instruction

If the sort field D l 5 has the value K3 the results table
will have the following values:
Nf

~~

The table below shows an example of the primary
table with the data already allocated to each record.
The tableis defined asin the example programs found
in figures 1 and2.
Nf

I
I

(0100)
1
Dl16
Dl11
Dl06
Dl01
2

1
I

0105
150
180

1
I

Dl10
45
50

1
1

40

150 I 50 I 45
Figure 3: Example of the primary table starting at
address D l 0 0 .
I I

I

I

2

0115
20

1 I 1 9';: 1 1 1
0204

D214
D209
0219
160
D r
D t 3 8 :D
Figure 5: Example of results table sorted onfield 3,
starting at address D200.
I

I
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AN lNTRO.DUCTlONTO
NUMBER FORMATS FOR THE FX
Introduction
The FX PC usesdatadevicestoholdnumber
information. The FX PC can store numbers in any of
three formats:

a)

Decimal
(whole
numbers)

b)

Scientific
notation

C)

Floating
Point

it is
The mantissa storesthe value of the number but
truncated to 4 significant figures with NO ROUNDING.
It isalso kept within the following limits:

* 1,000 to9,999 or 0

Decimal Format
r"

Here the2,998 would be the mantissa and5 would
the
be the exponent.

The most common format used by
PCs is Decimal
numbers. This format stores the number
as an integer
Le. there are no decimal places.

Theexponent is used todeterminethenumber
of
decimal places the decimal point should be moved to
give the actual number.For Scientific notation format
the limits for the exponent are:
4 1 to +35

Unfortunately, theFX can not use the scientific format
for numbers allows the programmer forcalculations. This means the scientific format must
The decimal format
to use either single word devices (16 bits) or double
beconverted to floatingpoint to perform all math
word devices(32 bits).
functions.
A single word device (e.g.D l 42) can store a number
Floating Point Format for data
from -32768 up to +32767 in 1 unit steps.

f-

A double word device (e.g.
D l 73 and D l 72) combines
a possible range from
-21 47483648 up to +2147483647 in 1 unit steps.

two data
registers
give
to

A number heldin the floating point format
allows both
very big numbers and
very small numbers to be stored
and operated uponin the PC.

of thedecimal
This is sometimes not accurate enough and fractions Usingfloatingpointformatinstead
format means that numbers that have fractional parts
areoccasionallyneeded;
particularly ifextensive
such as
mathematicalcalculationsinvolvingdivisionsare
used.
PI,x 3.1 45927

The Scientific Notation Format for Data
F

This is very closely related to the standard scientific
notation. The number is stored in a format similar to
scientific notation with a mantissa and an exponent.
Thefollowingdiagramshowsanexampleofthe
scientific data format.
b15

Dl21 (16 bits)

bo b15

11l1111111111Il

1'

WPONENT

D1*0(16bW

I'

Thevalue of
the
number

is equivalent to:

D l 20 x 1OD'2'
For example, the speed of
light C, is
299,792,458m/s
or about
,-

wnssA

2997x 1O5 m/s

andnumbersbeyondtherangeofadoubleword
device such as
Avogadro's constant.I6.022~ 1023ml-'
can be used.

What Is Floating Point
bo

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

SIGN (for m a n t i s s a )

SIGN (for exponent)

-

Floating point is a method of storing numbers that
require a whole and fractional partto be maintained.
Thespeedoflight
C(299,792,458 m/s)couldbe
stored indouble
a word
but
any
multiplications
would
quickly give a number that is too big; which is why it
wouldbebettertouse
floating pointformat.
The difference between floating point in the PC and
standard scientific notation is that the number base
used in floating point is binary; the PC understands
this better.

AIUHTSUBISHI
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AN INTRODUCTION TO
NUMBER POMATSFOR THE FX
To further complicate our understanding both the
mantissa and the exponent are stored together in a
double word.

A Brief Look at the Float Structure
Dl01 (16 m)
bo b,5
DlW(l6btts)
bQ
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 I I I l I I I I I I I I _

bll

11 EXP0y8EK, 1

The following figure depicts the conversion between
each format and which functions should beused. To
help find these functions the number of the associated
data sheet explaining each function
is listed Mow.

DECIMAL

MANTISSA (23blts)

SIGN (1 bit)

The sign bit is for the overall value; the exponent and
the mantissa are held in binary. However, the actual
interpretationofthe bits is morecomplicated and
furtherexplanationsaremade
in detail in sheet
number FXSDDOO7.
to our eyes and for
The whole pattern seems complex
thisreason the FX alsounderstandsthescientific
format of data.

Converting To Each Number Format

POINT

NOTATION

I

r

MONITOR

M A T W T i C M CKCUATlONS

Operation

Sheet Number

FLT (M8023 OFF)

FXSAD491

FLT (M8023 ON)

FX4AD492

BCD (M8023 ON)

FX-SAT182

It is quite clear that each of these number formats are BIN (M8023 ON)
quite distinct in their construction and interpretation.
ADD
Mathematical
We musthave some method
to convert between each
Calculations
SUB
on Decimal
FX-SAL221
MUL
type.
FX-SAL231
DIV
OFF)
(
M
a
3
Within the FX there is a collection of functions deFX-SAD481
SQRT
signed to convert between each number format. This
ADD
allows us to enter datain a format that we understand Mathematical FX-SAL202
SUB
and then convert the
to most appropriate format for theCalculations
on Floating Point
MUL
operation thatwe are doing.
DIV
(M8023 ON)
FX-SAD482
SQRT

FXSAT192
FXaL201
FX4L211

FX4AL212
FXaL222
FX4AL232

0

F
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Introduction

Mantissa

The mantissa is a23 bit positive binary number. The
To allow calculations with very small and very large
numbers theFX PC uses floating point numbers. The values represent 23 binary places and the numberis
assumed to bepreceded by a 1.
format used in the FX PC has been taken from the
recommendationsof 1.E.E.E(Instituteof Electrical and
Electronic Engineers) for the application
of floating
point in personal and micro computers.

Dl01 (16 bb)

bl5

ba b,S

Dl00
(16

2-20 2-21 2-22 2-23

2-1 2-* 2-324

2
'

Floating Point

MANTISSA

blk)

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 .

F-

tp'"TK, I

MANTISSA (23bits)

SIGN (1 Mt)

of:

value
mantissa
athe
Thus
has

The diagram above shows the bit map for a floating
point number. The numberis stored in two consecutivedataregistersandhasasign,mantissaand
exponent.

I

Example
Dl 01 = 16592
= 40D0 HEX

Dl00

=O
= OOOO HEX

In principal the actual number is calculated by
t

,-

Mantissa x 2 Exponent

Themultiplyingfactoris
in binary.

2 becausethevaluesareheld

Sign

The sign for floating point is only an indicator of the
sign.
0 = positive value
1 = negative value
F

SIGN

The signis set to 0; positive.
The exponent is set to 10000001 which is equivalent
to
(I x 2 7 + 0 x 2 6 + . . . + I x 2 0 ) - 1 2 7

-(128+0+

... + 1 ) 4 2 7

=2

Exponont
Theexponent is an 8 bitpositivenumberthat
is
interpreted to give an actual exponent
of 4 26 to +127.
This is achieved by subtracting the value
127 from the

The mantissa is set to 1
0
which is equivalent to 1 .lo1 binary or

1 x 2 0 + 1 x 2 - ' + ~ x 2 4 + 1 x 2 a +...+0 x 2 ~ ~
-1

EXPONENT
actual valueof the exponent.
Thus the exponent has a valueof:

(E7 x 27+ E6 x 26+ ... + EO x 2') 4 2 7

1

1 0 1
+-+-+-+...
2 4 8

= 1.625

Therefore the number equals

0
+ 8388608

AMITSUBISHI
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DETAILEDEXPLANATIONOF
THE STRUC'rUR€@F FLOATINGPOINT
Floating Point In Action
To improve the accuracymathematical
of
operations the
M m t h functions can use floating point numbers. Thii
is done by setting special auxiliary relay M8023 float
operation flag. The flag is reset after the floating point
operatiion to aHow normal mathematical calcubtions.
SET

RST

The following shows the usage
of the flags during
floating point operations.

NEG4TIVZ V U E
HFlNlM

I M8023

VERY SMAL

IM8020 Zero
IWhen
result
M8021 Borrow

I ME023

\.

With normal mathematical operations when the result M8022 Carry
is out of range, flags are set to indicate the error. The
same is true for floating point operations but the
meaning of the flags is a little different.

?

\I

ZERO

POSITIVE V U E
VERY SMALL

HFlNlM

is zero
Calculated result c smallest
possible, but the result remains
the smallest possible.
Calculated result > largest
possible, but the result remains
the largest possible.

of valid values for floating point numbers.
The following table shows the ranges
Description
Not A Number
Not Used By FX

I Sign I
0 or I

Exponent
11111111

I

11111111

Denormal
Zero

Remark

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Exponent all 1's
I
00000000000000000000000 * infinity (m)

11111110 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Largest Number ( A 3.403 X IO3')
11111111111111111111110
Accuracy : 7 significant figures
I
00000000000000000000001
00000001
00000000000000000000000 Smallest Number (* 1.175 x lo-")

Float
Normal

Not Used By FX

Mantissa

I o or I I

00000000

O~OOOOOO

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Exponent all 0's

I

o0o00000000000000000001

?

000000000000000000000 All digits 0 (zero)

I
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Fx2c Series Prmrammable Controllers

Execution Times
Basic Instructions

ON

I

3.4
X,Y,M,S,T,Cand
special M

I

3.4

I

OFF

0.48

1

0.48

I

I

i*l
/-

MC
MCR

I

I

2

Nest
level
Not
applicable

I

STL
RET

17

Nest level, M,Y

I s (see
note
applicable
Not

1)

-

18.2

6.0
1.6

1
1

I
410

4.2 + (8 X n)
40.5
8.0

carried on over the page ......

I

I

19.2

I

20.4

6.2

I

1

42.8

I

47.8

40.4

I
1.6
I
0.74
I
470
I
960
I 6.4 + (6.8 X n) 13!3.1+ (21.1X n]
12.4

27

I

30

19
0.48
700

25

+ (1 3.5 X n
20

Note 1:
"n" in the formulae to calculate the ON/OFF execution time, refers to the number of
STL instructions at the current parallel/merge branch. Thus the valueof "n"will fall
in the range 1 to 8.

..

FX2c Sm'es Prqqrammable Controllers

Ekecution Times

OUT

y, M

1

S
SET

P
I

0.74

2.8

6.8

Swhen used in
an STL step
(see note 1 )
Special M

2

0 TO 63

1

lcrn

0.48

1.6

2

1

45.2+
(14.2
x n)

Not applicable
7.4

I

1.6

2.4

I

7.8

I

7.0
39.02.6 25.5

2.6

24
28

+

25.5

(9x n)

28.5

41.9

16
18

0.48

Note 1 is located on the previous page.
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2.0

3.6

.SI
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Applied Instructions

O1
CALL

SRET
O3
IRET
O4

El

,F

-I

O5
Dl

WDT
O8

FOR
O9

NEXT

I
I
16

32

I

1

20.0

10.0

I I2ll
1
I
II 1 3 4 1
I
I
I 1 1
I
1
1
I
Not available

34.0

$1
*l
*l

I
1

*1
*l

CMP

LT

11

16

zcp

I

12
MOV
13
SMOV

32

1
I
1

16

9.6

11.2

11.6

36.7

1 3 3 1

62.6

7.8

37.7

6'4

14
CML

+
+
29.0

29.8

39.9

12.4

12.4

29.1

16

15
16 BMOV
*2

AMITSWUSHI

1 2 5 1

22.0

112.2

22.6

49

129.2

30.4

118.6

31.6

57

140.0

25.0

128.4

25.8

197.8

36.4

137.8

38.0

302.9
Not available

Not available

1 1
103.2

+

(18.2n)

-

d
-

1 1 9 1 -

122.6

16

-

1 1 7 1 700

/-

I

1

1

19.4

-

-

d

d

1

33.3

I

d

I

170

I

d
-

d
d

180.5
20.8
(10.6n)
(17.1n)

118

d

ET- 3
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Not available

I

I

See end of section for
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Not available

I

I

1

I

I
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...............
..............
...............
.............

31
ROL
*3
32
RCR
*3
33
RCL
*3

I

I

................

ON

OFF

16

91.9+
(3.0n)

33.3

32

I 13.8+
(3.5n)

39.9

70t
(2.1n)

16

91.9+
(3.0n)

33.3

57+
(1 .an)

32

l 13.8+
(3.517)

ON
30
ROR
*3

I

..............
.............
..............
;!?M:i
:;;..:.:.
.:.:.:

OFF

ON

OFF

Not available

39.9

d

71+
(2.3n)

16

99.0 +
(1.417)

33.3

61 +
(0.9n)

32

120.8+
39.9
(1 .en)

75+
(1.2n)

16

99.0 +
(1.4n)

33.3

62 +
(0.9n)

32

I20.8+
(1 .an)

39.3

75+
(1.2n)

25.4

180.8+
33.3
(70.0n)

172+
(42n)

d

25.0

180.8+
33.3
(70.0n)

d

172+
(42n)

d

d

87

d

I

llF& 1
!'?&

34
SFTR
*4

16

35
SFrL
$4

16

36
WSFR
*2

16

218.6+
(18.0n)

33.3

37
WSFL
$2

16

218.6+
(18.0n)

33.3

38
SFWR

16

138.1

33.3

39
SFWL
*5

16

143.1+
(6.817)

33.3

40
ZRST
*6

d

45*2+
n) 24.6
(5.1
(5.1n)
"
"
+

1

24.2

1

Not available

57.2+
(1.6n)

65.0+
(1.6n)

l27.0+
(2.9n)

131.5+
(2.9n)

64.4+
(3.3n)
12.8
65.2 +
(3.3n)

70.7+
(3.37)
71.5 +
(3.3n)

l27.0+
:0.08n)

131.5+
(3.517)

l27.0+
(35-1)

131.5+
(337)

See end of section for

AMITSUEUSHI
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84

161.3+
(3.2n)

121+
(2n)

161.3+
(16.511)

121+
:10.5n)

161.3~
(13.511)

39.9

d

121+
(8.7n)
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41
DECO

42

ENCO
SUM
43
BON
44

1
I

+l
+l

16
16

1
I

881.4
618.3

1
1

20.6
20.6

I
I

932.0
692.4

1
I

21.4

114.8

21.4

125.6

1

I:

28.8
28.8

Not available

46

ANS

47
ANR

I

I

16
16

Not available

1

105+

I

- I d

- I d

+

Not available

50

REF

*8

RFLF

52

MTR

1 1
16

1

16
16

1

53.6

12.8

65.4+
(3,1n)

87.3

55

*lo

56
SPD

7.8

175.0

32

HSCR
HSZ

45.3+
(3.6n)
56.0+
(4.9n)

Not available

82.8
*lo

13.4

II

1

32
*l

I

II

I

+-I

39.3

Not available

I

See end of section for
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240.3

- 163.0
164.4

t
i

115
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PLSY
57
PWM

59
6o
IST

r

ON

I-+
I
1

189.4
31.4

64
TTMR

65
STMR
66
ALT
67
RAMP
68
ROTC
69

766.0

16

322.4

I
I
1
I
I
I

rc4

223.4

ON
154.5

1

1

OFF

I

173.6

Pulse
101
115

-

-

- I

212.4
21.4
272.9
33.3

153

-

147 +
(12.5n)

-

168 +
(17.4n)
91 +
(354
110+
(43n)
130
(off 26)

-

16

48

-

16

106

-

16

66

-

113

-

144

-

62 +
(32.3n)

-

-

-

I

16
16
16

available
Not

Not available

16

c
I

t

Not available

I 232.5 I 209.1 I

Not available

Not available

-

2sets

245.7

33.3

153

229.1

39.9

145

318.8

39.9

189

338.0

45.5

205

205.a

16 - lset

See end of section for
,--

I

wl
OFF

Not available

I

I

I

ON

Not available

HKY
72
DSW
16

10.0

1

8 6 1

61

63
INCD

I

OFF

Execution Times

16

SER

*ED
$1 1

1

. ,

* notes...

208.1

39.3

(N.A. - Data Not Available At Time Of Publication)

/

-

-

130

-

N.A.

-

/
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Execution Times
..................
.??$$:flp:;
......
......
& ..A,
.................
.............!*:.I
.. ..<

~

.................
...........

73
SEGD

75
ARWS

76
ASC

1
1

I

16
16 - lset
2sets
16
16

RJse

I
1

1

1Not available

d
209.7

33.3

246.9
285.0
130.9

I

207.1

PR

163.0
33.3

112.6

112.1

ready

(406n)

79
TO
*12

N:P
;
*l3

1

1

16
32

1

Not available

(800n)

k i

(800n)
(480n)

I

d

200+

45.0

d

(384n)
(749n)

(936n)
Not available

Not available

H
137.1+
(53.57)

154.5+
(49.3n)

33.3

d

Not available

86
VRSC

1

16

87

16
32

88

16
32

89

16
32

1

Not available

See end of section for
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16

ANRD

I

93

RMST

Execution Times

1

16

I

Not available

1,589
33.3
97

16

669.3

98

16

740.3 33.3

BLK

l

MCDE

99

*l :
0

F

*2:
0

*3:

d

d672.4
I 511

-

d

554

-

d

d

1,195

Not available

These instructions require NO preliminary contact devices such as LD , AND, OR
etc.
Where "n" is referred to this identifies the quantity of registers to be manipulated.
"n" can be equal or less than 512.
Where "n" is referred to this identifies the quantity of bit devices to be manipulated.
"n" can be equal or less than selected
operating mode, i.e. if 32 bit mode is selected
then "n" can have a value equal or less than 32.

14:
Where "n" is referred to this identifies the quantity of bit devices to be manipulated.
When an FX programmable controller is used "n" can be equal or less than 1024.
However, when FXo and FXONcontrollers are used "n" can be equal or less than
51 2.
0

rc

+l

-

d

FXzc Series Ptvgrammable
Controllers
Execution Times
15:
Where "n" is referred to this identifies the quantity devices to be manipulated. "n"
can have any value taken from the range 2 through 512.

*6:

*7:

Where 'lnll is referred to this identifies the range of devices to be reset. The device
type being resetis identified by the device letterin brackets in the 76/32bit' column.

*8:

*9:

Where "n" is referred to this identifies thenumberof devices the mean is to be
calculated from. The value of "n" can be taken from the range 1 through 6 4 .

Where "n" is referred to this identifies the range of devices to be refreshed. The
value of "n" is always specified in units of 8,i.e 8,16, .....
24 128.The maximum
allowable range is dependent on the number of available inputs/outputs, i.e. FXo is
limited to 16 as a maximum batch that can be refreshed, where as FX can use 128.
Where "n" is referred to this identifies the time setting for the input filters operation.
"n" can be selected from the range 0 through to 60 msec.

*lo:
0

*ll:
0

There are limits to the total combined use of these instructions . For FXo and FXON
there should be no more than 4 simultaneously active instructions. However, FX
can have 6 simultaneously active instructions.
Where "n" is referred to this identifies the number of output points. "n" may have a
value equal or less than 64.

*l2:

Where "n" is referred to this identifies the number of words read or written FROM/TO
the special function blocks.

*l3:

Where "n" is referred to this identifies the number of octal (8bit) words read or written
when two FX programmable controllers are involved in a parallel running function.

AMITSUEUSHI
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Device Specifications

FX~C
Series Ptvgfammable Controllers
F

Device Specifications
The following tables list the devices applicableto the F X 2 c series.
ITEM

Cyclic operation by stored program

Operation control method

F-

REMARK

GENERAL SPECIFICATION

I\O control method

Batch processing (takes place after END instruction
is executed)

Direct I/O control, refresh and input filter adjustment is
available

Operation process time

Basic instructions 0.48 ps

Applied instructions; up to several 100 ps

Programming language

Relay symbolic language t Stepladder

SFC expression is possible

2K step RAM incorporated (standard)

Comment registration is possible (program memory is
used). Alphanumerics (15 char/comment),

Optional Memory cassettes max. 8K

10 steps/comment; program memory is reserved in
units of 50 comments.

Program capaaty/memory

type

~~~~~~~

~~~

~

mber of instructions

Sequence (basic) instructions; 20, Stepladder instrudions; 2, Applied instructions; 94

New Special M coils and Special Data registers
f-

F

M8023
M8038
M8059
M8074
M8121 to M8124
M8130 to M8133
M8160
M8161
M8162
M8167, M8168
M8170 to M8175
M8181 to M8186
M8190 to M8197
M8198

D8120 to D8125
D8130 to D8135
D8136, D8137

Floating point operation flag
RAM file register areaall clear
Interrupts 1010,..,1060 disable
Use RAM file registers mode
RS instruction control flags
HSZ instruction New operation flags
XCH as byte swap function
ASCII 8 bit mode flag
High speed parallel run mode (only2 words of data
in each direction)
HKY and SMOV (respectively) use hexadecimal data
Inputs X0 to X5 (respectively) pulse catch flags
Alternative to1010,...,1060 (for use with old versions
of programming tools)
Convert existing functions (MOV, SMOV, RAMP, FMOV) to be interpreted
as new functions (for use withold versions of programing tools)
Swap source and destinationof BMOV (to allow write to file register with
old versions of programming tools)

RS instruction
control
registers
HSZ instruction New operation
registers
PLSY double
word
pulse
count

I
I

Fx2c Seties Prvgmmmabie Controllers

Device SpecifiWbns

Device Specification Table
ITEM

GENERAL SPECIFICATION
24V DC, 7mA, opto-isolated

1

REMARK

I

I

Direct output from the PC is available at 30V DC,
0.1A per point, 0.8A max. per 4 point gang.
Alternatively connection to termination
blocks is possible.
Auxiliary
relay

Maximum number of

110

YO to Y377 max.
(numbered in octal)

points 256

-

MO to M49Q(500points)

Automatically backed up by battery

M500 to M1535 (1036 points)

-

FA8000 to M8255 (256 points)

Areas sizes and
ranges can be
changed by user
edited parameter
settings

Special purpose
Initialization

I

I

X0 to X377 max.
(numbered in octal)

Can be used to startlinitialize a sequence of STL
program

SO to S9 (10 points)

-

S10 to S499 (490 points)

~

State
relay
Annunaator

Timer

I

Automatically backed up by battery

s900 to SQW(loo points)

I
I

3,276.7 sec.

0.01 to 327.67 sec.

I
O
msec

0.001 to 32.767 sec.
100 msec

Data
registers

S500 to S899 (400points)

to 0.1

- retentive to

Counter

Automatilly backed up bybattery

0.1

3276.7 sec.

Up counter

16 bits
(1 to 32,767 counts)

UpPown
counter

32 bits
(-2,147,483,648 to
+2,147,483,647 counts)

High speed
counter

32 bits up/down
(-2,147,483,648 to
+2,147,483,647 counts)

1

16 bits
16 bits

Pair for 32 bit
data register

T255
T250 to

Backed by battery

C100 to C199 (100 points)

General use

C200 to C219 (20 points)

Backed up bybattery

C220 to C234 (15 points)

General use

DO to D l 9 9 (200 points)

Backed up by EEPROM

D200 to D999 (800points)

16 bits (in program memory) backed up by battery

RAM File regs

16 bits (in CPU memory) backed up by battery

Nesting

Triggeredby inputs X000 to X005and timer interrupt
Jse withmaster

control (MC) basicladder

16 bits: -32,768 to +32,767
~~

~~

instruction

Areas, sizes and
ranges can be
changed by user
edited parameter
settings

Areas, sizes and
ranges can be
changed by User
edited parameter
settings

DlOW to D2999 (2000 points)

I D6000 to D7999 (2000 points) I Activated withM8074

I

D8000 to 08255 (256 points)

I
Use with conditional jump (CJ, FNCOO) applied instr. I
Interrupt

(6 points)

6 points of 1-phase counters (C235 to C240), 5 points
of 1-phase counters, with external start and stop, (C241
to C245), 5 points of 2-phase counters (C246 to C250),
5 points of 2-phase, A-B phase type (C251 to C255),
see note 1

Backed up by battery

16 bits

Constant

T246 to T249 (4 points)

CO to C99 (100 points)

16 bits

Pointer

T200 to T245 (46 points)

General use

File registers

Areas, sizes and
ranges can be
changed by user
edited parameter
settings

TO to T199 (200 points)

Automatically backed
up by battery

I
General
purpose data
register

~~~

I

V and 2 (2 points)
PO to P127 (128 points)
Im

1893 (' points) [' =
release ]

On

trigger'

'

=

On

Nest levels, NO to N7 (8 points)
32 bits: -2,147,483,648 to +2,147,483,647

~~

16 bits: 0 to FFFFH

32 bits:
FFFFFFFFH
0 to

Note 1: Not all high speed counters can be operated at the same time as they share the Same speaal inputs; X000 to X007.
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